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at the
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Mobitel’s
look atcommercial
Mobitel’s commercial
operations operations
ri Lanka’s telecom
ri Lanka’s
market
telecom
is vibrant
market is vibrant If you look Ifatyou
for the last for
25 the
years,
lastwe
25have
years,been
we have
revolving
been revolving
and competitive.
and competitive.
Mobitel, one
Mobitel,
of the one of the
around
technologies.
many technologies.
Initially we Initially
were we were
country's largest
country's
mobile
largest
network
mobile network around many
and AMPS,
then we
and
went
thentowe
TDMA
wentand
to TDMA and
operators, has
operators,
yet again
hasembarked
yet againon
embarkedwith
on AMPS,with

a large-scale
a large-scale
network expansion
network drive.
expansion
Nalindrive. Nalin

then into GSM.
then So
into
from
GSM.
GSM
So onward,
from GSM
every
onward, every

time when time
therewhen
is a new
theretechnological
is a new technological
Perera, CEOPerera,
of Mobitel,
CEO of
spoke
Mobitel,
to ZTE
spoke
Technologies
to ZTE Technologies

improvement,
we have always
we have
been
always
ahead.
been ahead.
about the company’s
about the successful
company’s2018
successful
and what
2018he
and whatimprovement,
he

thecrossed
threshold
thefor
threshold
becoming
for abecoming a
wants to accomplish
wants to accomplish
in 2019. As in
a veteran
2019. AsofaSri
veteran of Sri We crossedWe

brand
strong
and brand
established
and established
ourselves asourselves
one
as one
Lanka’s mobile
Lanka’s
industry,
mobile
heindustry,
also shared
he also
withshared
us his with usstrong
his

management
management
philosophy.philosophy.

of the mostofpopular
the most
brands
popular
in Sri
brands
Lanka.inWith
Sri Lanka. With
our commitment
our commitment
to 4G as the
tode
4Gfacto
as the
standard
de facto standard

for mobile for
communications,
mobile communications,
we rolled out
we over
rolled out over
Looking back
Looking
on 2018,
back
what
on 2018,
do you
what
think
dowere
you think were

some of Mobitel’s
some ofgreatest
Mobitel’s
achievements?
greatest achievements?

1,000 eNodeBs
1,000ineNodeBs
2018. This
in was
2018.the
This
fastest
was the
4G fastest 4G
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roll-out in the market. We won the prestigious

various communities in the society, and

SLIM service brand of the year award for 2018.

generate multiple business lines to supplement

We recorded the historically highest revenues

the MBB infrastructure. For that we need to

and profits in 2018. We also had the highest net

bring in a culture of innovation where we bring

additions to our network last year.

to life many propositions and face out if not
successful. For that to happen, this type of

How has the telecom landscape evolved in Sri

products and services should take place with

Lanka? What are the key trends?

minimum time and cost. Establishing such
ecosystem is one of the prime success factors in

There were five mobile operators in Sri Lanka.

today’s context.

Now we can see the market is consolidating,
which I think is good. The market growth has

As an industry veteran, could you share with us

been tremendous within the last few years. With

your management philosophy?

Etisalat and Hutchison merging, the industry
landscape has changed from five to four

I think you have things that you have no

operators. I think in terms of technology and

control over. Within what is controllable, one

user experience, all the operators face huge

thing we strongly believe in is customer

challenges to make sure that they meet user

centricity. When you make an investment

expectations. The industry is going through

decision, you need to understand what your

digital transformation aided by intense 4G

customer expectations are. Your customers are

rollout by the key operators. At least two

the most important in the whole ecosystem, so

operators, including Mobitel, have done 5G

your management philosophy should revolve

technology testing.

around user expectations and market demands.
I believe to achieve any strategic progress

What are some of the biggest challenges facing

there is a window of opportunity, so I urge

Mobitel today?

everybody to act with a sense of urgency and
purpose; a series of strategic wins propel you

One of the biggest challenges we have is
taxation. In the mobile industry, spectrum is the

out of the pack, towards success and leadership.
Also I urge everyone to do the best within

life blood. There are limitations in terms of

one’s capability at any given task at hand. That

technology relating to the spectrum. With the

requires a number of actions by the individuals

technology advancements happening in the

such as learning new skills, seeking help for the

industry, in order to reap the benefits in a

task or even changing the context if it’s adverse

timely manner, we should have the most

to the achievement of the task.

appropriate spectrum portfolio at any point
of time.
Another challenge is that increasingly

In which market segments do you see
short-term and long-term opportunities?

broadband traffic is becoming dominant out of
the total investment and effort. As Sri Lanka has

monitoring analytics & big data, high-end

to transform mobile broadband business to

premium quality video services, and real-time

yield sustainable profits.

gaming are some of the promising market

Unlike the voice era, in the mobile broadband

06

I would say that mission-critical applications,

the lowest mobile broadband pricing, we need

segments. Also I believe, as the National Mobile

era, we cannot depend on the commoditized

Service Provider, we have a serious obligation to

data revenues. As a mobile company, we need

assist through mobile technology and drive the

to become the value-added platform connecting

government’s digital transformation projects by

JUN 2019

providing the thought leadership and

mission-critical applications.

implementing national-level platforms. So we
believe the government sector would be a focal

How do you assess ZTE’s solutions and team?

point in our future business.
Video on demand is going to be the one of

ZTE is one of the biggest telco equipment

the biggest challenges and one of the

vendors in the international market. As a

long-term things you will have. In addition, we

challenger to more established vendors I believe

may be investing in some smart city projects.

ZTE has a high degree of hunger to reach

But currently, it is difficult to identify an

further heights and is also perceived as a

exact business model. In such situations, if

dominant challenger in the market.

government funding or some assistance can

All in all, we are extremely happy with the

be provided, then I think there is some kind

local support that we get. It’s not just like a

of model for the operators to look at in the

vendor who provides some pieces of equipment

long term.

but who collaborates with our teams and shares
its global experience. In that sense, we are very

What is your strategy on 5G? How do you

proud and happy that we have made ZTE our

prepare it in current network deployments and

partner. You are a part of our total ecosystem.

operations?
What do you expect for the future?
For an economy like Sri Lanka where
scale and cost is a challenge for any industry,

I think one of biggest issues that we have in

the promise of 5G is impressive; to that even

a technology-driven organization like Mobitel is

4G/LTE can enable a lot of such critical value

that technology is so dynamic. So we need

addition into the network. So I believe with

support from our vendors, mainly to keep the

advanced technologies like 4G/5G, mobile

cost low and go for better technology. In that

companies become the catalyst for the growth

sense, what kind of a roadmap you have for

of a host of other industries. Therefore, for the

your product is very important for long term

success of the era of new technologies,

planning.

partnerships are the key. We should have
strong backward integration with our technological

Do you have anything to add in the end?

partners and forward integration with our value
chain partners and end-user entities.

2019 is going to be a very crucial year for

Technologically, I understand that with the

Mobitel because we have just embarked on one

concepts of network slicing and DevOps we will

of the biggest expansion programs. 90 percent

be able to cater to the specific needs of various

of our network will be 4G/LTE. It’s going to be a

industry segments quite effectively in the 5G

really hectic exhilarated expansion program. We

domain. Our first step is to exploit the 4.5G/LTE

need every possible resource to complete our

Advanced to deploy 5G like services in areas like

project as fast as possible.
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2018,
NR specifications
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were
were
product andproduct
solution
and
portfolios
solutiondoes
portfolios
ZTE offer?
doesInZTE offer? In
frozen. Many
frozen.
countries
Manymoved
countries
faster
moved faster
5G,wave
operators
of 5G,face
operators
many challenges
face many challenges
in
in
to allocate spectrum.
to allocateVendors
spectrum.
had
Vendors had the wave ofthe
their digitization.
their digitization.
How does ZTE
Howbecome
does ZTE
thebecome
best the best
network product
network
portfolios
productready
portfolios
and ready and

partner of operators?
partner of operators?
Mr. Wang Xiyu,
Mr. Wang
ZTE CTO
Xiyu, ZTE CTO
started to launch
startedcommercial
to launch commercial
devices. Field
devices.
trials Field trials
shared his insights
shared his
intoinsights
key issues
intoof
key
5Gissues of 5G
were booming.
wereGovernments,
booming. Governments,
operators, vendors,
operators, vendors,
development.
and verticaland
market
vertical
companies
market companies
were working
were working development.
together totogether
accelerate
to5G
accelerate
commercialization.
5G commercialization.
think
do5G
you
will
think
impact
5G will
theimpact
society?the society?
Now, 5G is arriving
Now, 5Gwhile
is arriving
4G is while
still flourishing.
4G is still flourishing. How do youHow
And 2019 will
And
be2019
the first
will be
yearthe
of first
5G commercial
year of 5G commercial
deployments.
deployments.

The 5G network
The 5G
will
network
be 10 times
will befaster
10 times
than faster than

4G and
a massive
connect number
a massive
of number
things. of things.
5G will definitely
5G willchange
definitely
all aspects
change of
allthe
aspects of the 4G and connect
Latency willLatency
decrease
willtodecrease
1 ms, dozens
to 1 ms,
of dozens of
world. But what
world.
would
But what
be the
would
changes?
be theHow
changes?
can How can
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times less than
timesthat
lessofthan
4G. that
As virtualization,
of 4G. As virtualization, technologies
technologies
are solid. We
arebelieve
solid. We
thatbelieve
we willthat we will

cloudification,
cloudification,
and AI technologies
and AI technologies
are
are

succeed in succeed
achievinginthe
achieving
digitization
the digitization
of the
of the

introduced,introduced,
the whole network
the whole
will
network
be more
will be more whole society
whole
based
society
on the
based
5G infrastructure.
on the 5G infrastructure.

flexible andflexible
agile based
and agile
on requirements.
based on requirements.
With
With

the breakthrough
the breakthrough
in these capabilities
in these capabilities
and
and

How does ZTE
Howensure
does ZTE
its leading
ensure its
position
leading
in position
5G
in 5G

the adoption
theofadoption
AR, VR, and
of AR,
AI, VR,
5G and
will advance
AI, 5G will advance
development?
development?

the development
the development
of a comprehensive
of a comprehensive
and
and

intelligent ICT
intelligent
infrastructure
ICT infrastructure
that integrates
that integrates

The telecom
The
industry
telecom
has
industry
a high has
technology
a high technology

communications,
communications,
cloud, intelligence,
cloud, intelligence,
and
and

threshold, and
threshold,
telecommunications
and telecommunications
technologies
technologies

applicationsapplications
to drive thetodigitization
drive the digitization
of
of

have been have
evolving.
beenToevolving.
maintainTocompetitiveness
maintain competitiveness

the world. the world.

in this industry
in this
requires
industry
long-term
requires accumulation
long-term accumulation

Firstly, thereFirstly,
will be
there
unlimited
will bepotential
unlimitedinpotential in of technologies
of technologies
and core capabilities,
and core capabilities,
precise
precise

new services
new
likeservices
VR andlike
AR,VR
in and
new AR,
markets
in new markets insights into
insights
tech trends,
into tech
andtrends,
a goodand a good

and applications
and applications
like IoE andlike
industrial
IoE andinternet,
industrial internet,
understanding
understanding
of the market.
of the
Over
market.
the past
Over
30the past 30

and in newand
business
in newmodels.
business
They
models.
will bring
They will bring years approximately,
years approximately,
ZTE has adhered
ZTE has
toadhered to

exciting user
exciting
experience
user experience
and encourage
and encourage

customer requirements
customer requirements
as the traction
as the
and
traction
to
and to

operators to
operators
refine their
to refine
operations
their operations
and create and createtechnologytechnology
leadership. leadership.
It is how ZTE
It isensures
how ZTE
its ensures its

more value.more
Theyvalue.
will also
They
create
will also
morecreate
industry
more industry
leading position
leading
in position
5G.
in 5G.

opportunities
opportunities
and boost related
and boost
markets,
relatedwhich
markets, which Adhering toAdhering
customertorequirements
customer requirements
as the
as the

promote one
promote
another
one
to another
form a positive
to form cycle.
a positive cycle.traction does
traction
not mean
does to
notmeet
mean
any
tocustomer
meet any customer
Secondly, 5G
Secondly,
will empower
5G willthe
empower
digitization
the digitizationrequirement.
requirement.
Only when Only
the common
when thepain
common pain

of all industries
of all directly.
industries
It will
directly.
expand
It will
theexpand the

points behind
points
thebehind
requirements
the requirements
are discovered
are discovered

capability boundaries
capability boundaries
of related industries
of related and
industries andcan we develop
can we
valuable
developsolutions
valuableand
solutions
lead the
and lead the

increase efficiency
increasesignificantly,
efficiency significantly,
laying a solid
laying a solid industry in industry
innovation
in innovation
and development.
and development.
In the
In the

foundationfoundation
for industryfor
upgrading.
industry upgrading.
In addition,Inthe
addition,
IoE in the
the 5G
IoEera
in the
will 5G era will

past decades,
pastZTE
decades,
has been
ZTEfocusing
has beenonfocusing on
attracting and
attracting
developing
and developing
a large number
a large
of number of

converge the
converge
virtual the
and virtual
physical
and
worlds.
physical
It will
worlds. It will
technologytechnology
talents. Meanwhile,
talents. Meanwhile,
ZTE has been
ZTE has been

enable real-time
enablesensing
real-time
andsensing
interactions
and interactions
of all
of all
following with
following
markets
with
closely
markets
andclosely
working
and working

things in the
things
physical
in the
world
physical
and extensive
world andAIextensive AI closely withclosely
customers.
with customers.
Based on the
Based
precise
on the precise

applications.
applications.
We will be We
ablewill
to be
make
able to make

insights oninsights
technology
on technology
trends and trends
customers’
and customers’

predictionspredictions
and intervene
andbefore
intervene
an event
before an event

common pain
common
points,pain
ZTEpoints,
has launched
ZTE hasmany
launched many

occurs rather
occurs
thanrather
knowing
thanabout
knowing
an event
aboutafter
an event after
solutions that
solutions
are leading
that are
in terms
leading
ofin terms of

it has happened,
it has happened,
like in the internet
like in the
era.internet era.

innovation.innovation.
For instance,
ForZTE’s
instance,
SDR base
ZTE’sstations
SDR base stations

ZTE has been
ZTEworking
has been
with
working
operators
withand
operators and help customers
help operate
customers
three
operate
generations
three generations
of
of

partners topartners
demonstrate
to demonstrate
how 5G willhow
empower
5G will empower
networks and
networks
evolveand
them
evolve
continuously.
them continuously.
ZTE’s
ZTE’s

traditional industries
traditional in
industries
vertical markets
in vertical
likemarkets
new like new
UBR helps customers
UBR helps solve
customers
problems
solverelating
problems
to relating to

media, IoT, media,
IoV, industrial
IoT, IoV,internet,
industrial
smart
internet,
grids,smart grids,antenna platforms
antennaand
platforms
costs for
andmulti-band
costs for multi-band
base
base

and smart cities.
and smart
The demonstrations
cities. The demonstrations
have
have

stations. Pre5G
stations.
helpsPre5G
customers
helps meet
customers
increasing
meet increasing

shown the shown
new capabilities
the new capabilities
of 5G. As of 5G. As

data requirements
data requirements
prior to 5Gprior
deployment.
to 5G deployment.

commercialcommercial
5G networks
5Gare
networks
deployed,
are more
deployed, more Common Core
Common
helps Core
customers
helps get
customers
relievedget relieved

innovative innovative
companies companies
will leverage
will5Gleverage
networks
5G networks
from investment
from investment
confusion when
confusion
they when they

to develop to
new
develop
services
new
and
services
modelsand
to meet
models to meet experience experience
4G-to-5G evolution
4G-to-5Gand
evolution
and virtualization.
virtualization.

the requirements
the requirements
of differentofindustries.
different industries.

ZTE is able ZTE
to support
is able to
both
support
5G NSA
both
and5GSANSA and SA

Though 5GThough
business5Gmodels
business
aremodels
still being
are still being networks, but
networks,
we suggest
but we
operators
suggestto
operators
choose to choose

explored, the
explored,
requirements
the requirements
that drive the
that drive the

SA, as it enables
SA, as 5G
it enables
networks
5Gtonetworks
have better
to have better

explorationexploration
are real, and
arethe
real,
enabling
and the enabling

performance
performance
and serviceand
extension.
service The
extension. The
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5G SA networks
5G SAfeature
networks
a lower
feature
TCOa of
lower
network
TCO of network
layers. Meanwhile,
layers. Meanwhile,
platform-based
platform-based
development
development
building in building
the middle
in the
term
middle
and long
termterm.
and long
They term. They
helps growhelps
such grow
core capability
such core and
capability
ensuresand
theensures the
are also flexible
are also
in selecting
flexible insuppliers.
selectingAll
suppliers.
of
All of leading performance
leading performance
of customers’
of customers’
networks. In
networks. In
these will bring
thesehigher
will bring
value
higher
to operators.
value to operators.

intelligent network
intelligent
O&M,
network
ZTE network
O&M, ZTE network

Therefore, itTherefore,
is the focus
it ison
thecustomer
focus on customer

intelligenceintelligence
solutions, based
solutions,
on ubiquitous
based on ubiquitous
AI,
AI,

requirements
requirements
and concerns
andthat
concerns
helps ZTE
that helps ZTE

realize network
realize
resource
networkoptimization
resource optimization
and failure and failure

create higher
create
value
higher
for customers
value for and
customers
promote
and promote
prediction and
prediction
analysisand
to analysis
increase to
efficiency
increase efficiency
its own development.
its own development.

and lower costs.
and lower costs.

Adhering toAdhering
technology
to technology
leadership leadership
helps ZTE helps ZTE It is adhering
It istoadhering
customertorequirements
customer requirements
as
as
outperformoutperform
competitorscompetitors
and better and
meetbetter meet

the tractionthe
and
traction
technology
and technology
leadership leadership
that help that help

customer requirements.
customer requirements.
The technology
The technology

ZTE increase
ZTE
itsincrease
core competency
its core competency
and obtain and
a obtain a

leadership leadership
can be illustrated
can be from
illustrated
the aspects
from the
of aspectsleading
of
position
leading
in position
the 5G segment.
in the 5G segment.
infrastructural
infrastructural
architectures,
architectures,
efficient delivery,
efficient delivery,
core algorithms,
core algorithms,
and intelligent
and network
intelligent
O&M.
network
In O&M.InInthe 5G era,
In the
what
5Gisera,
ZTE’s
what
strategy
is ZTE’s
in strategy
product in product
infrastructural
infrastructural
architectures,
architectures,
ZTE’s core ZTE’s core

and solution
and
portfolios?
solution portfolios?

communications
communications
chipsets, including
chipsets,baseband,
including baseband,
intermediate
intermediate
frequency, frequency,
packet, andpacket,
network
and network

ZTE focusesZTE
on focuses
end-to-end
on end-to-end
5G solutions
5Gand
solutions and

processor chipsets,
processorare
chipsets,
based on
areadvanced
based on 7advanced
nm
7 has
nm developed
has developed
a full rangeaof
fullproducts,
range of products,
process. Their
process.
excellent
Theirperformance
excellent performance
facilitates facilitatessolutions, and
solutions,
services
and
that
services
cover five
that key
cover
areas,
five key areas,
5G commercial
5G commercial
deploymentdeployment
at low cost,atlow
low cost, low including 5G
including
devices,5G
RAN,
devices,
bearerRAN,
network,
bearercore
network, core
energy consumption,
energy consumption,
high quality,
high
andquality,
large and large network, and
network,
verticaland
applications.
vertical applications.
ZTE is a ZTE is a
scale. They scale.
ensureThey
leading
ensure
product
leading
performance
product performance
major provider
majorofprovider
end-to-end
of end-to-end
5G solutions
5Ginsolutions in
and smoothand
long-term
smooth evolution.
long-term In
evolution.
efficient In efficient the industry.
the industry.
delivery, based
delivery,
on agility
basedand
on agility
DevOps,
and
internet
DevOps, internet ZTE has been
ZTEdeveloping
has been developing
technologies
technologies
that
that
openness, and
openness,
efficient
and
process,
efficient
theprocess,
software
the software are essential
aretoessential
5G for many
to 5Gyears.
for many
Theseyears. These
architectures
architectures
are becoming
are component-based,
becoming component-based,technologies
technologies
include Massive
include
MIMO,
Massive
NFV,MIMO, NFV,
microservice
microservice
based, virtualized,
based, virtualized,
open and open and

end-to-endend-to-end
slicing, edge
slicing,
computing,
edge computing,
AI, and
AI, and

programmable.
programmable.
These facilitate
Theserapid
facilitate
product
rapid product cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence.
convergence.
We have launched
We have launched
delivery and
delivery
addressand
operators’
address demand
operators’
fordemand for commercialcommercial
end-to-endend-to-end
5G product5G
portfolios
product portfolios
cloud-basedcloud-based
networks and
networks
open network
and open network

for all bands
forand
all bands
scenarios.
and scenarios.

ecosystems.ecosystems.
In core algorithms,
In core algorithms,
ZTE has over
ZTE30has over 30 In the area In
ofthe
RAN,
area
ZTEofhas
RAN,
been
ZTEleading
has been
in leading in
years of experience
years of experience
in optimization
in optimization
of core
of core

Massive MIMO
Massive
technologies.
MIMO technologies.
We have over
We four
have over four

algorithms algorithms
for the physical,
for thelink,
physical,
and network
link, and network years of experience
years of experience
in commercial
in commercial
deployments,
deployments,
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with an accumulative
with an accumulative
number of number
shipmentofofshipment ofbig video service
big video
pilotservice
programs.
pilot ZTE
programs.
is also ZTE is also
over ten thousand
over tensets.
thousand
ZTE’s industry-leading
sets. ZTE’s industry-leadingcollaborating
collaborating
with operators
withand
operators
partners
and
topartners to
multi-modemulti-mode
IT BBUs andITaBBUs
full range
and aof
fullRRU
range
andof RRU and
demonstrate
demonstrate
how 5G willhow
empower
5G willtraditional
empower traditional
AAU products
AAUfor
products
flexible for
combination
flexible combination
can meet can meet
industries in
industries
vertical markets
in vertical
likemarkets
new media,
like new media,
the requirements
the requirements
at differentatfrequencies
different frequencies
and in
andIoT,
in IoV, industrial
IoT, IoV,internet,
industrial
smart
internet,
grids,smart
and grids, and
various scenarios.
various scenarios.

smart cities.smart cities.

In the area In
ofthe
5GC,
area
ZTEofwill
5GC,
beZTE
the will
firstbe
to the first to
launch the launch
commercial
the commercial
version of aversion
fully of a fully

As operators
Asare
operators
undertaking
are undertaking
digitization,
digitization,
how
how

can ZTE becan
their
ZTE
best
bepartner?
their best partner?
converged converged
core network
core
solution
network
based
solution
on SBA.
based on SBA.
It will support
It will
2G/3G/4G/5G
support 2G/3G/4G/5G
and fixed networks
and fixed networks
and thus increase
and thus
network
increase
convergence
network convergence
and
and
resource utilization.
resource utilization.

Operators have
Operators
notable
have
advantages
notable advantages
in the
in the
process of digitization.
process of digitization.
They have extensive
They have extensive

offline service
offline
networks
servicetonetworks
serve households
to serve households
In the area In
ofthe
5G area
transport
of 5Gnetwork,
transportZTE
network,
was ZTE was
the first to the
offerfirst
a unified
to offersolution
a unified
forsolution
5G
for 5G

and enterprises.
and enterprises.
They have high
They credibility,
have high credibility,

which is a natural
which isquality
a natural
for B2B
quality
services.
for B2B
Their
services. Their
fronthaul, mid-haul,
fronthaul,and
mid-haul,
backhaul.
andItbackhaul.
is leadingIt is leading
infrastructures
are the firstare
interface
the firstwith
interface
clients.with clients.
the industrythe
in industry
FWA, ultra-wide
in FWA, pipe,
ultra-wide
elasticpipe, elastic infrastructures
network slicing,
network
lowest
slicing,
latency,
lowest
ultra-high
latency, ultra-high

To better serve
To better
clients’
serve
digitization,
clients’ digitization,
operators operators

need to first
need
increase
to first
their
increase
network
their
agility,
network agility,
reliability, and
reliability,
high-precision
and high-precision
time synchronization.
time synchronization.
resource scheduling
flexibility, and
flexibility,
network
and network
This solution
This
helps
solution
customers
helps build
customers
super-fast,
build super-fast,resource scheduling
scalability so
scalability
as to enable
so astheir
to enable
networks
theirtonetworks to
intelligent, intelligent,
and converged
and converged
5G transport
5Gnetworks.
transport networks.
support and
diversified
customized
and customized
services. ZTE
services. ZTE
TITAN, ZTE’sTITAN,
new-generation
ZTE’s new-generation
flagship optical
flagship optical support diversified
provides SDN/NFV
providesproducts
SDN/NFVthat
products
are based
that on
are based on
access platform
accessdeveloped
platform developed
for 5G andfor
network
5G and network
technologies
technologies
and provideand
telecoms
provide telecoms
re-architecture,
re-architecture,
has been commercialized
has been commercialized
in
in mainstreammainstream
many countries
manyacross
countries
the world.
across the world.

reliability and
reliability
high performance
and high performance
to help
to help

operators
their make
network
their
agile.
network agile.
In the area In
ofthe
devices,
area of
ZTE
devices,
will launch
ZTE will
its launch its operators make
As theare
operators
in different
are instages
different
of stages of
commercialcommercial
5G mobile 5G
phones
mobile
in the
phones
first in
halfthe
of first half ofAs the operators
2019. ZTE is2019.
also ZTE
developing
is also developing
5G tablets, 5G tablets,

digitization,digitization,
some operators
somehave
operators
not completed
have not completed

the digital transformation
the digital transformation
of their own
of their own
in-door/outdoor
in-door/outdoor
CPEs, hotspots,
CPEs,data
hotspots,
terminals,
data terminals,
and other 5G
andproducts,
other 5Gtoproducts,
meet different
to meet different

operations,operations,
so they areso
facing
they challenges
are facing challenges
in
in

consumers’consumers’
requirements.
requirements.

response toresponse
the digitization
to the digitization
of the society.
of the
ZTEsociety. ZTE

has rich experience
in its own digitization
in its own digitization
and
and
In the area In
ofthe
self-developing
area of self-developing
chipsets, ZTE
chipsets, ZTEhas rich experience
provides national
provides
data
national
platforms,
data ICT
platforms,
PaaS, ICT PaaS,
has developed
has developed
and produced
andat
produced
scale over
at 100
scale over 100
distributed distributed
databases, databases,
and other fundamental
and other fundamental
types of chipsets
types of
forchipsets
over two
fordecades,
over twocovering
decades, covering
large operators.
for large ZTE
operators.
is able ZTE
to help
is able to help
transport, access,
transport,
andaccess,
terminal
and
areas.
terminal
Its latest
areas. Its latestsoftware forsoftware
operators
their
achieve
own digitization.
their own digitization.
multi-modemulti-mode
chipsets support
chipsets
all support
of the current
all of the currentoperators achieve
When business,
extendingoperators
business,need
operators
to need to
5G specifications
5G specifications
and realize and
the realize
convergence
the convergence
of
ofWhen extending
2G/3G/4G/5G.
2G/3G/4G/5G.
To save energy,
To save
ZTE
energy,
adoptsZTE adopts

accumulateaccumulate
experience experience
and integrate
andcapabilities
integrate capabilities

topartners
offer clients
to offer
solutions
clientswith
solutions
the with the
advanced processes,
advanced new
processes,
materials,
newand
materials,
new and new of partnersof
architectures
architectures
of essentialofchipsets
essential
to chipsets
lower to lower

best technologies,
best technologies,
the lowest the
costs,
lowest
and the
costs, and the

optimal
Asdelivery.
a long-term
As a strategic
long-term strategic
energy consumption
energy consumption
and increase
and
power
increase
and power andoptimal delivery.
PA efficiency.
PA In
efficiency.
combination
In combination
with network
with network

partner of operators,
partner of ZTE
operators,
has required
ZTE has required

optimization
optimization
such as intelligent
such as network
intelligent network

capabilitiescapabilities
relating to relating
video, AI,tofundamental
video, AI, fundamental

shutdown, shutdown,
ZTE’s solutions
ZTE’shelp
solutions
operators
help operators

software, and
software,
deviceand
development.
device development.
ZTE is
ZTE is

reduce Opex.
reduce Opex.

willing to work
willing
closely
to work
withclosely
globalwith
operators
global operators

offer
solutions
the bestfor
solutions
customers’
for customers’
In the area In
ofthe
consumer
area of applications,
consumer applications,
ZTE is
ZTE isto offer thetobest
working with
working
operators
withto
operators
carry outto5G-based
carry out 5G-baseddigitization.digitization.
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ZTE
ZTE
Is aIsReliable
a Reliable
Partner
Partner
forfor
Global
Global
Customers
Customers
Source: MWC
Source:
2019 MWC
video 2019 video

SS

ee what ouree what our

To do that, To
wedo
need
that,a we
veryneed a very

how it works,
howand
it works,
how it and
is the
how
best
it is the best

customers say
customers
about say about strong technology
strong technology
partner, butpartner,
we
but weway to deploy
way it.toAnd
deploy
alsoit.we
And
arealso we are
cooperationcooperation
with
with

need also aneed
partner
alsothat
a partner
is verythat is very

ZTE. ZTE adheres
ZTE. ZTE
to adheres to good and trusted
good and
in working
trusted in working

starting to starting
look at how
to look
it can
at how
be it can be
used. I think
used.
thatI isthink
an important
that is an important

making technology
making technology
innovation innovation
and
and
together intogether
our cooperation.
in our cooperation.
And
And part of what
part
weofare
what
doing
we in
are doing in
creating value
creating
for customers
value for and
customers and we found that
we found
was ZTE.
that was ZTE.

L’Aquila with
L’Aquila
ZTE. with ZTE.

partners topartners
enable connectivity
to enable connectivity
and
and In 2019, weInexpect
2019, we
the expect
first the first
trust everywhere.
trust everywhere.

We are working
We are
very
working
closelyvery closely

small-scale small-scale
commercialcommercial
deploymentdeployment
together. I together.
think the Ipartnership
think the partnership
of 5G. Afterofa 5G.
couple
Afterofayears
couple
of of years of with a technology
with a technology
company like
company like

5G is Ready－Let
5G is Ready－Let
Us Create aUs
Better
Create a Better
discussions,discussions,
it is now the
it istime
nowtothe time to ZTE is very ZTE
important,
is very important,
because because
Future Together
Future Together

deliver. We deliver.
see thatWe
thesee
technology
that the technology
while we are
while
a service
we arecompany,
a service company,
is mature for
is mature
that step.
forWe
thathave
step. We have the technology
the technology
is really provided
is really provided
been preparing
been for
preparing
that moment
for thatformoment for
and developed
and developed
by ZTE.
by ZTE.
a couple ofayears
couple
together
of yearswith
together
ZTE with ZTE
in our innovation
in our innovation
center in Austria.
center in Austria.
We believeWe
thatbelieve
ZTE can
that
beZTE
a can be a
good partner
good
on partner
this journey.
on this journey.

Jan Trionow,
Jan
Hutchison
Trionow, Drei
Hutchison Drei
Austria CEOAustria CEO

Zhang Yunyong,
ZhangPresident
Yunyong,ofPresident
China of China
Unicom Research
UnicomInstitute
Research Institute

ZTE has been
ZTEour
hasmain
beennetwork
our main network
partner since
partner
2010.since
This applies
2010. This applies

A group of Aleading
group independent
of leading independent

both to theboth
radiotonetwork
the radio
and
network
the and the
core network.
coreTogether
network.we
Together
have we have
implemented
implemented
successfullysuccessfully
a number a number
of big projects,
of bigincluding
projects,the
including the

innovation innovation
enterprises enterprises
representedrepresented
Benoit Hanssen,
BenoitWind
Hanssen,
Tre CTO
Wind Tre CTO

by ZTE, have
by made
ZTE, have
greatmade great
contributions
contributions
to our country’s
to our country’s

In L'Aquila, In
with
L'Aquila,
ZTE, we
with
areZTE, we are

leap-forward
leap-forward
development
development
from 2G from 2G

modernization
modernization
of our 3G network,
of our 3G network,testing andtesting
trying and
the new
trying
5Gthe new 5G

to 5G. ZTE to
actively
5G. ZTE
cooperates
actively cooperates
with
with

the consolidation
the consolidation
of two networks
of two networkstechnology,technology,
that we plan
that
to we
deploy
plan to deploy
operators and
operators
third parties
and third
to parties to
after merger,
after
andmerger,
the nationwide
and the nationwide starting from
starting
this year.
fromBut,
thisbefore
year. But, beforedevelop industrial
developapplications.
industrial applications.
It
It
rollout of 4G.
rollout of 4G.
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we do that,we
wedo
need
that,towe
understand
need to understand
can be saidcan
thatbe5Gsaid
is indeed
that 5Gthe
is indeed the
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future trend.
future
If you
trend.
can say
If you
thatcan say that

very long relationship
very long relationship
and
and

4G reconstructed
4G reconstructed
the network,
theit network, it

cooperationcooperation
with ZTE. with ZTE.

can be saidcan
thatbe5Gsaid
willthat
reconstruct
5G will reconstruct

So, I hope with
So, I ZTE,
hopewe
with
canZTE,
build
we can build

the industrythe
and
industry
society.and
Wesociety.
have We have

a joint innovation
a joint innovation
center or R&D
center or R&D

cooperatedcooperated
with ZTE onwith
3G,ZTE
4G, on 3G, 4G,

center, together
center,totogether
find the to
best
find the best

and 5G. Weand
now5G.
have
We established
now have established

applicationapplication
services that
services
can run
that
in can run in

close and in-depth
close andconnection
in-depth connection

a 5G network,
a 5G network,

and cooperation
and cooperation
with ZTE inwith ZTE in

specifically specifically
for the Indonesia
for the Indonesia

17 provinces
17and
provinces
variousand various

market. So market.
probablySoa probably
lot of
a lot of
Luk Bruynseels,
Luk Bruynseels,
VP of Engineering
VP of Engineeringbenchmarksbenchmarks
or implementations
or implementations
in
in
at Telenet at Telenet
other countries,
other especially
countries, in
especially
China in China

scenarios. scenarios.

Working with
Working
ZTE iswith
going
ZTE
well.
is going well.that can bethat
explored
can betogether
exploredand
together and
If you see what’s
If you see
the what’s
challenge
the we
challenge weimplemented
implemented
in Indonesia
in as
Indonesia
a
as a
had together,
hadand
together,
if you see
and what
if you see whatstarting point.
starting
This point.
kind ofThis kind of
we have done
we have
with it,
done
theywith
did it,anthey did ancooperationcooperation
we hope we
wecan
hope
have
we can have
amazing job
amazing
in upgrading
job in upgrading
the
the

from ZTE. from ZTE.

mobile network
mobile
fornetwork
Telenet,for
and
Telenet, and
also moving
also
andmoving
migrating
and all
migrating all
customers from
customers
our host
fromMVNO
our host MVNO

that we hadthat
at that
we had
timeattothat time to
Yi Zhiling, Chief
Yi Zhiling,
Scientist
Chief
ofScientist
Wireless of Wireless
our own network,
our ownand
network,
that went
and that went
Technologies
Technologies
at China Mobile
at China Mobile
good.
good.
Research Institute
Research Institute
In 2017, weInopened
2017, we
together
opened together
As one of important
As one of strategic
important strategic with them with
an innovation
them an innovation
center in center in
partners onpartners
5G exploration,
on 5G exploration,

Brussels. There
Brussels.
we did
There
some
wework
did some work

ZTE has all ZTE
along
hasparticipated
all along participated
in all
in all
in Narrow Band
in Narrow
IoT, LTE-M
Band and
IoT, LTE-M
we
and we

MuhammadMuhammad
Adeel Israr,Adeel Israr,
Ncell CTO Ncell CTO

of China Mobile’s
of China
early-stage
Mobile’s early-stage
key
key want to continue
want tothat
continue
with 5G
that
that
with 5G that
technologies
technologies
PoC experiments
PoC experiments
as
as is coming. is coming.
well as subsequent
well as subsequent
large-scale large-scale
field trials. field trials.

So we see them
So weassee
anthem
innovative
as an innovative I think ZTE Iand
think
Ncell
ZTEare
andgetting
Ncell are getting
partner thatpartner
with allthat
thewith all the

along fromalong
2008 from
if I am2008
not if I am not

Following that,
Following
we have
that,been
we have been technologies
technologies
that are coming,
that are
they
coming, they
mistaken. Our
mistaken.
cooperation
Our cooperation
is more
is more
jointly exploring
jointlymany
exploring
new many new

can help uscan
with.
help us with.

innovative innovative
service application
service application

than 10 years
than
now
10 in
years
thisnow
country.
in this country.
ZTE being aZTE
trusted
beingpartner,
a trusted
wepartner, we

opportunities
opportunities
that 5G would
that 5G would

find them very
find professional
them very professional
and
and

enable. Examples
enable.include
Examples
remote
include remote

supportive,supportive,
and alignedand
with
aligned
the with the

AR session,AR
panoramic
session, panoramic
VR
VR

goal of Ncell.
goal
What
of Ncell.
we have
Whatseen
we have seen

broadcasting
broadcasting
as well as, of
as course,
well as, of course,

them as a partner
them asisa that
partner
in most
is that
of in most of

autonomous
autonomous
driving.
driving.

these cases,these
we go
cases,
handweingo
hand
hand in hand

We look forward
We look
to forward
continuing
to continuing

together totogether
deliver the
to deliver
common
the common

our close partnership
our close partnership
with ZTE, with ZTE,

goal of a better
goal of
and
a better
connected
and connected

together totogether
explore and
to explore
contribute
and contribute

Nepal.

Nepal.

to the greattonew
the world
great new
that world
5G erathat 5G era
So I hope they
So I will
hopekeep
they will keep
Joddy
Hernady,
Joddy
Senior
Hernady,
Vice
Senior
President
Vice
President
will bring upon
will bring
us. upon us.
innovating,innovating,
and they will
andbethey
still will be still
of Media and
of Media
Digitaland
Business
DigitalatBusiness
PT
at PT
able to support
able to
us support
as a strategic
us as a strategic
Telekomunikasi
Telekomunikasi
Indonesia, Tbk
Indonesia, Tbk
Innovative Innovative
Cooperation
Cooperation
to
to
partner for partner
the future
for needs
the future needs
Facilitate Digital
Facilitate
Transformation
Digital Transformation

Telkom Indonesia
Telkom actually
Indonesia
hasactually
a
has aas well.

as well.
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Future Network

Architecture Based
on Cloud-Network
Convergence
Tao Wenqiang
Chief Engineer of High-End Router Product Planning, ZTE

M

ajor global operators have started their infrastructure network transformation programs
centered on cloud services, such as AT&T’s Domain2.0, Deutsche Telekom’s PAN-EU,
China Telecom’s CTNet2025, China Unicom’s CUBE-Net, and China Mobile’s NovoNet.
However, their existing networks are vertical chimney-type private networks that are

separated from the cloud and unable to meet the agility, flexibility, programmability and openness
required for cloud service development. Changing the existing network architecture is a hot topic in
the industry.
Network architecture design belongs to the top-level design of the network. It is not only a series of
high-level abstract design criteria, evolution goals and technical frameworks, but also the basis of
technical decisions. The network architecture is not only a purely network-level technology strategy, but
is based on network re-architecture that will drive a series of deep transformations involving
organizational structure, production process, management model, and talent reconstruction. ZTE has
launched its target architecture for deep cloud-network convergence that can cover full-scenario
services, focus on user experience, and connect all things with the cloud to help operators grasp the
opportunities of digital transformation.

Basic Principles

while the infrastructure layer focuses on large
capacity as well as SLA and QoS guarantee.

Facing the needs for cloud-network

14

Flexible expansion: Learning from the idea of

convergence, ZTE has proposed to build a future

Spine-Leaf data center architecture, service

cloud-network converged network based on the

network elements are based on the cloud or

following principles.

pool. Networks are expanded on “stacking”

Simple architecture with the separation of

modules rather than upgraded on the original

infrastructure and services: Services are

modules (network elements).

decoupled from infrastructure. The service

Experience driven, automatic and intelligent

layer is flexible, open, and programmable,

O&M: The deep SDN management, control and
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orchestration of cloud-network convergence

underlay layer. The underlay layer focuses on

enables active care and predictive network

fast connection, automatic establishment, and

adjustment. Through network programmability

SLA guarantee.
By introducing new technologies and flexibly

and automation, an autonomous network can

using SR/EVPN/VxLAN, the underlay layer greatly

be realized.

simplifies network protocols, reduces O&M
Reference Target Architecture

difficulty, makes more flexible access to the
cloud, and enables on-demand network
changes. The IP and optical synergy improves

Based on the above-mentioned principles for
cloud-network convergence, ZTE has proposed a

transport efficiency and simplies O&M. By

reference target architecture (Fig. 1).

decoupling from the resources, IP connectivity
only focuses on reachability rather than service

To achieve simplicity, uniformity, agility and
resilience, ZTE has also proposed a layered

attributes, so the IP technology is greatly

deployment scheme for underlay and overlay

simplified. Optical networks are no longer just

networks. The overlay network corresponds to

pipes, but has intelligent features that can be

the service layer that supports cloud-based

dynamically configured. The IP and optical

services and DC-centered flexible expansion to

resource pool dynamically matches service

achieve rapid service innovation and make the

requirements, greatly improving resource

pipeline stronger. The underlay network is the

utilization and reducing transport

service transport layer that simplifies networking

network costs.
To achieve agility and resilience, the target

and device functions and automatically creates
tunnels to improve efficiency and meet

architecture also needs to support end-to-end

differentiated transport requirements.

network and service slicing as well as
hierarchical network slicing solutions with hard

Decoupling between the two layers allows for
independent planning. The flexible, agile and

isolation and soft isolation capabilities. For some

rapid deployment on the service layer is

services that have general security requirements,

achieved through decoupling, and any change

the architecture provides soft slicing based on

to the deployment has no impact on the

L2 or L3 logical isolation. Through the packet

Cloud-network synergy/
service orchestration
Intent
insight

CPE

Enterprise
Family
4G/5G

OLT

vCPE
vSTB

IP RAN

Service
deployment

vCDN

vBRAS

vEPC

CDN

MEC

UPF

vIMS

vCN-U

Edge DC

Intelligent
analysis

Public cloud

vROUTER

Regional DC
Metro

Backbone

DC

SR/SRv6

Metro optical network

Simplicity and uniformity
Simple and flat architecture to improve
forwarding efficiency
Transport over unified SR/EVPN to build E2E
connectivity and simplify O&M

Third-party
cloud

Backbone optical network

Agility and resilience
SDN-based networks for agile connections,
automatic service deployment and dynamic
adjustment
Self-service, unified orchestration, one-stop
deployment and on-demand customization

Fig. 1. ZTE’s
reference target
architecture
for cloud-network
convergence.

Network intelligence
Introducing AI into layered networks,
real-time traffic prediction, intelligent fault
analysis and intelligent scheduling
Openness and real-time insight into user
needs for better enterprise services
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networks tonetworks
differentiate
to differentiate
forwarding forwarding

multiplexing,
multiplexing,
bandwidth bandwidth
utilization can
utilization
be
can be

performance
needs. According
needs.to
According
the scenario
to the scenario
maximized.maximized.
For financialFor
and
financial
enterprise
and private
enterprise private performance
line servicesline
that
services
requirethat
exclusive
requireresources,
exclusive resources,

QoS and latency
QoS and
needs,
latency
a service-oriented
needs, a service-oriented

low latencylow
andlatency
high reliability,
and highhard
reliability,
slicinghard slicing

connectionconnection
tunnel can be
tunnel
established
can be established
on the
on the

corresponding
virtual network
virtual
to network
form a bearer
to form a bearer
based on FlexE
basedcan
onguarantee
FlexE can the
guarantee
exclusiveness
the exclusivenesscorresponding
network (BN)
network
slice. (BN) slice.

and isolation
andofisolation
network of
resources.
network resources.

Core
slicing:
network
5GCslicing:
network
5GC
functions
network functions
The end-to-end
The end-to-end
network slicing
network
architecture
slicing architecture Core network
areon
deployed
demandon
ondemand
the multi-layered
on the multi-layered
supports E2E
supports
slice lifecycle
E2E slice
management
lifecycle management
ranging rangingare deployed
DC to form DC
CN to
slices.
formThe
CNuser
slices.
plane
The UPF
usercan
plane
beUPF can be

from terminal
from
toterminal
core network
to core
(Fig.
network
2).
(Fig. 2).

flexibly
down
moved
and deployed
down andtodeployed
meet to to meet to
Slicing awareness
Slicing awareness
by terminal:
byAterminal:
5G terminal
A 5G terminal flexibly moved
requirement
latency requirement
in the scenario,
in the
and
scenario, and
can preset can
or acquire
preset aorslice
acquire
ID, and
a slice
associate
ID, and associatethe latency the
it with a specific
it withAPP.
a specific
When APP.
an application
When an application

the control the
plane
control
NFs can
plane
be NFs
shared
canbetween
be shared between

session is created,
session the
is created,
slice IDthe
is uploaded.
slice ID is uploaded.

different slices.
different slices.

According to
According
the user’s
tosubscription
the user’s subscription
data, the data, the
Introduction
Introduction
of NetworkofIntelligence
Network Intelligence
5G core (5GC)
5G core
selects
(5GC)
the selects
corresponding
the corresponding
slice
slice
to establishtoa establish
session. a session.
Wireless slicing:
Wireless
For slicing:
shared wireless
For shared
slice,
wireless
a
slice, a
user sessionuser
cansession
select the
canconfiguration
select the configuration

The target architecture
The target architecture
for cloud-network
for cloud-network
convergence
convergence
needs to beneeds
built on
to be
network
built on network

intelligence.
ZTE has proposed
ZTE hasfour
proposed
levels of
four levels of
parameter package
parameter
according
packageto
according
the slice to
ID the
to slice IDintelligence.
to
network intelligence
(Fig. 3).
(Fig. 3).
provide different
provide
airdifferent
interfaceair
features.
interface
Forfeatures. For network intelligence
To gradually
Tointroduce
graduallyartificial
introduce
intelligence
artificial intelligence

exclusive wireless
exclusive
slices,
wireless
physically
slices,isolated
physically isolated

(AI) into the(AI)
network,
into theZTE
network,
has proposed
ZTE hasunified
proposed unified
slices can be
slices
provided
can bethrough
provided
thethrough
divisionthe
of division of
orchestration
orchestration
(thick orchestrator)
(thick orchestrator)
as well as as well as

different frequency
differentbands.
frequency bands.

domain-based
controller (thin
controller
controller).
(thin controller).
This
This
Transport slicing:
Transport
SDN-based
slicing: SDN-based
5G transport
5G transport domain-based
helps to build
helps
a healthy
to buildnetwork
a healthy
intelligence
network intelligence
network cannetwork
be virtualized
can be into
virtualized
multiple
into
virtual
multiple virtual

Slice lifecycle Slice
management
lifecycle management
PNF/VNF unified
PNF/VNF
orchestration
unified orchestration
E2E slice
E2E slice
managementmanagement
system
systemIntelligent slice
Intelligent
O&M slice O&M

Fig. 2. End-to-end
Fig. 2. End-to-end
network slicing
network slicing
architecture. architecture.

Open slicing capability/self-operation
Open slicing capability/self-operation
Service-basedService-based
architecture, distributed
architecture,
deployment
distributed deployment
CU/DU separation,
CU/DU
CUseparation,
cloud deployment
CU cloud deployment
Unified air interface,
Unifiedsupporting
air interface,
slices
supporting slices
MEC
CU

AAU

DU/CU
AAU

uRLLC

vCDN
vCN-U

Access CO

DU/CU

MEC
CU

vCDN
vCN-U

Access CO

vCDN
vCN-U

Edge DC

MEC
CU

vCDN
vCN-U

Edge DC
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vCN-CvCN-U

Core DC

eMBB
mMTC
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vCN-U

vCN-C

Core DC

FlexE Tunnel-based,
FlexE Tunnel-based,
single node latency
single node
<0.5uslatency <0.5us
SDN-based architecture
SDN-basedfor
architecture
multi-levelfor
slicing
multi-level slicing

uRLLC
eMBB

MEC
CU

mMTC
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Self decision-making
Self decision-making
Self-learning evolution
Self-learning evolution
Unmanned autonomy
Unmanned autonomy
AI decision-making
AI decision-making
Policy online iteration
Policy online iteration
Dynamic automatic
Dynamic
closed
automatic
loop
closed loop
Expert decision-making
Expert decision-making
Policy offline iteration
Policy offline iteration
Static automaticStatic
closed
automatic
loop
closed loop
Tool assistance Tool assistance
Manual operation
Manual operation
No automatic closed
No automatic
loop
closed loop

Fig. 3. Four levels
Fig. of
3. Four levels of
network intelligence.
network intelligence.

L4: fully intelligent
L4: fully intelligent
L3: highly intelligent
L3: highly intelligent
L2: fully automated
L2: fully automated
L1: semi-automated
L1: semi-automated

Introduce intent
Introduce
insight intent insight

All levels of decision-making
All levels of decision-making
support manual
support
intervention,
manual intervention,
and manual review
and manual
conclusions
reviewand
conclusions
executionand
have
execution
the highest
haveauthority
the highest authority

ecosystem. ecosystem.
The main considerations
The main considerations
include theinclude the
set up on demand,
set up onand
demand,
unifiedand
management
unified management

following aspects:
following aspects:

can be implemented
can be implemented
for the underlay
for thenetwork.
underlay network.

Intelligent Intelligent
active dataactive
collection:
data collection:
Telemetry TelemetryTo achieve To
unified
achieve
orchestration
unified orchestration
of
of
collection +collection
AI
+ AI

cloud-network
cloud-network
services, it services,
is necessary
it is to
necessary to

Thick orchestrator
Thick orchestrator
supports service
supports service

strengthen strengthen
the orchestration
the orchestration
management
management
and
and

innovation:innovation:
service model
service
+ atomic
model
network
+ atomic networkenhance service
enhance
innovation.
service innovation.
Building the
Building the
capability abstraction
capability abstraction

orchestratororchestrator
for cloud-network
for cloud-network
convergence
convergence

Standard northbound
Standard northbound
interface ofinterface
the
of the

involves:

involves:

controller: hierarchical
controller: hierarchical
decouplingdecoupling
+
+

Atomic network
Atomic
capability
network for
capability
on-demand
for on-demand

simplified architecture
simplified architecture

cascade connectivity
cascade connectivity

HierarchicalHierarchical
big data AIbig
analysis:
data AI
operational
analysis: operational Component-based
Component-based
service functions
servicefor
functions for
intelligenceintelligence
+ network +
intelligence
network intelligence

customizedcustomized
APP development
APP development

Strategic hierarchical
Strategic hierarchical
closed loopclosed loop

Compatibility
Compatibility
with controller/EMS
with controller/EMS
for
for

automation:
automation:
hierarchicalhierarchical
closed loopclosed
+ unified
loop + unified combined new
combined
and old
new
network
and old
configuration
network configuration
policy

policy

API-based northbound
API-based northbound
interface forinterface
internetfor internet
operations operations

Unified orchestration
Unified orchestration
is the basisisfor
therapid
basis for rapid

deploymentdeployment
of cloud-network
of cloud-network
services. The
services. The

unified orchestration
unified orchestration
allows for one-click
allows for one-click

ZTE activelyZTE
introduces
actively introduces
AI into the AI
telecom
into the telecom
field. With its
field.
uSmartNet
With its uSmartNet
solutions, ZTE
solutions,
can ZTE can

cloud-network
cloud-network
service activation,
service E2E
activation,
overlayE2E overlay provide complete
providedata
complete
awareness,
data awareness,
intent insight,
intent insight,

network setup,
network
and setup,
E2E service
and E2E
guarantee.
service guarantee.
The
The
and intelligent
and analysis
intelligent
foranalysis
telecomfor
networks,
telecom networks,

network is network
based onisSDN,
based
controllers
on SDN, controllers
are
are

helping operators
helpingadapt
operators
to trends,
adaptmeet
to trends, meet

deployed based
deployed
on different
based ondomains
differentand
domains
can and canchallenges challenges
and build an
and
AIbuild
network
an AI
capable
network
of capable of

coordinate coordinate
with each other
with each
for flexible
other for flexible

autonomous
autonomous
management,
management,
future foresight,
future foresight,

connection,connection,
and edge nodes
and edge
can nodes
be flexibly
can be flexibly on-demandon-demand
change, and
change,
smart and smart

loaded withloaded
traffic.with
In this
traffic.
way,Innetworks
this way,can
networks
be
can operation.
be
operation.
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Deep
Deep
Cloud-Network
Cloud-Network
Convergence
Convergence
to Meet
to Meet
Digital
Digital
Transformation
Transformation
of Enterprises
of Enterprises
Meng Xiaobin
Meng Xiaobin
Chief EngineerChief
of Integrated
Engineer of
Solution
Integrated
Planning,
Solution
ZTEPlanning, ZTE

EE

nterprise services
nterprise
consist
services
of three
consist
basic
of three
capabilities:
basic capabilities:
computing,computing,
storage, and
storage,
connection.
and connection.
Traditional Traditional
applicationsapplications
that provide
that
computing
provide computing
and storageand
arestorage
deployed
arewithin
deployed
the within the
enterprise. enterprise.
Operators provide
Operators
simple
provide
connectivity
simple connectivity
between enterprise
between branches
enterpriseand
branches
between
and between
the enterprise
the and
enterprise
its customers,
and its customers,
as well as private
as well line
as private
serviceline
between
serviceenterprise
between branches
enterprise branches

and voice/SMS
and for
voice/SMS
their customers.
for their customers.
With the deepening
With the deepening
of the internet
of the
and
internet
digital and
economy,
digitalthe
economy, the
provision ofprovision
computing
of computing
and storageand
capabilities
storage capabilities
through low-cost
throughand
low-cost
efficient
and
cloud
efficient
services
cloud
is services is
gradually accepted
graduallyby
accepted
enterprises.
by enterprises.
More and more
More enterprise
and more applications
enterprise applications
evolve fromevolve
local deployment
from local deployment
to cloud deployment.
to cloud deployment.
This promotes
Thisrapid
promotes
development
rapid development
of the cloud
ofservice
the cloud
market,
service
andmarket,
also requires
and also requires
faster, better,
faster,
and better,
more flexible
and more
network
flexible
connection
network connection
services. The
services.
cloud-network
The cloud-network
convergence
convergence
has
has
therefore become
therefore
thebecome
basis for
thecurrent
basis for
digital
current
transformation
digital transformation
of enterprises.
of enterprises.

ChallengesChallenges
from OTT from OTT

network over
network
cloud over
(Luoshen),
cloud intercloud
(Luoshen), intercloud
network (Zhinv)
network
and(Zhinv)
cloud access
and cloud
network
access network

Internet companies
Internet companies
representedrepresented
by Amazonby Amazon(Chang’e). The
(Chang’e).
systemThe
cansystem
build up
cana build up a
AWS and Alibaba
AWS and
Cloud
Alibaba
haveCloud
built core
havecloud
built core cloudmulti-regional
multi-regional
global network
global
in network
minutes in
and
minutes and
capabilitiescapabilities
based on their
based
own
on internet
their own internet

connect with
connect
hybridwith
cloud
hybrid
to create
clouda to
smart
create a smart

business growth
business
needs
growth
and needs
have attracted
and have attracted

cloud network
cloud
with
network
enterprise
with scale
enterprise
and scale and

enterprises enterprises
to the cloud
towith
the cloud
rich enterprise
with rich enterprise communication
communication
capabilities.capabilities.
applications.
applications.
They have formed
They have
an formed
oligarchic
an oligarchic

IT vendors IT
represented
vendors represented
by Aryaka and
by Aryaka
Cisco and Cisco

pattern in the
pattern
public
in cloud
the public
service
cloud
market
service
andmarket and
have launched
havetheir
launched
SD-WAN
their
solutions.
SD-WANThey
solutions. They
threatened threatened
the operator’s
the private
operator’s
lineprivate
market.line
At market.work
At as another
work as
OTTs
another
that have
OTTsimpact
that have
on the
impact on the
the end of the
2017,
end
Alibaba
of 2017,
released
Alibaba
the
released
“cloud the “cloud operator’s private
operator’s
lineprivate
market.line
SD-WAN
market.
service
SD-WAN service
backbone” backbone”
and built 110+
and built
cloud110+
POPscloud
around
POPs aroundproviders (SPs)
providers
can lease
(SPs)operators’
can lease physical
operators’ physical
the world. In
the2018,
world.
it launched
In 2018, itthe
launched
edge the edge

private lineprivate
resources
linetoresources
build a global
to build
network.
a global network.

intelligent access
intelligent
gateway
accessand
gateway
built aand built a

They offer convenient
They offer convenient
on-demandon-demand
WAN services
WAN services

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
system combining
system combining
through thethrough
SDN technology,
the SDN technology,
helping helping
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the separation
of network
cloud and
network operations,
of cloud and
operations,
achievenetworking
complex networking
withthe separation
enterprises enterprises
achieve complex
with

and cannot
customers
cannot bewith
provided
and customers
be provided
unifiedwith unified
multi-branch
and multi-cloud
connectivity.
They
multi-branch
and multi-cloud
connectivity.
They

service acceptance
and provisioning
service acceptance
and provisioning
processes, processes,
offer IT value-added
services
such as WAN
also offer ITalso
value-added
services such
as WAN

fast fault
location
and recovery
fault location
and
recovery
andThey
firewalls.
They
accelerationacceleration
and firewalls.
can get
thecan get the making fastmaking

with cost-effective
connectionconnection
bonus withbonus
cost-effective

Therefore,
the system
operation system
impossible.impossible.
Therefore, the
operation

should be transformed
support one-point
should be transformed
to support to
one-point
flexible
SD-WAN
services delivered
on-demandon-demand
flexible SD-WAN
services
delivered

for enterprises.
for enterprises.
Enterprise
line is
Enterprise private
lineprivate
is the core
ofthe
thecore of the

one-stop provisioning,
acceptance,acceptance,
one-stop provisioning,
and unifiedand unified
operation
and maintenance
enhance user
operation and
maintenance
to enhancetouser

andbusiness
maximizebenefits
business benefits
and maximize
operator’s market.
enterprise
The
operator’s enterprise
Themarket.
strategy
forstrategy for experience experience

to access
cloud can bring
enterprises enterprises
to access cloud
can bring

the promotion
of cloud-network
through thethrough
promotion
of cloud-network

convergence.
convergence.
unprecedented
opportunities
to the enterprise
unprecedented
opportunities
to the enterprise

market.faced
However,
faced by double
private lineprivate
market.line
However,
by double

Rearchitecting
Networks
for On-Demand
Cloud
Rearchitecting
Networks for
On-Demand
Cloud
impact
of and
cloud
SPs and
SD-WAN
SPs, operators
impact of cloud
SPs
SD-WAN
SPs,
operators

Private Capabilities
need their
to change
their
thinking
and strengthenPrivate Capabilities
need to change
thinking
and
strengthen

the cloud-network
convergence.
the cloud-network
convergence.
With the With the

cloud
SPs and
SD-WAN SPs,
with cloud with
SPs and
SD-WAN
SPs,
SD-WANthey
concept,
they can
provide
SD-WAN concept,
can provide
flexible
andflexible and Compared Compared

operators
have the advantages
the advantages
of last mileof last mile
quality cloud-network
quality cloud-network
converged converged
services forservices for operators have

enterprise users.
enterprise users.

access,
wide
networkand
coverage,
access, wide
network
coverage,
access and access
flexibility
that OTTcannot
providers
cannot
flexibility that
OTT providers
replace.
Thereplace. The

construction
mode
MAN and backbone
construction
mode of MAN
andofbackbone
Key to Challenges
of OTT: Leveraging
Key to Challenges
of OTT: Leveraging
Network Network

Promote Cloud-Network
AdvantagesAdvantages
to Promoteto
Cloud-Network

networks
also
theoperators
basis forto
operators to
networks also
provide
theprovide
basis for

Convergence
Convergence

deliver differentiated
services.the
However, the
deliver differentiated
services. However,
long-term
rolling construction
of the operator
long-term rolling
construction
of the operator

network
leadsvariety
to a wide
variety of network
to a wide
of network
cloud
servicesby
delivered
Pure cloud Pure
services
delivered
telecomby telecom network leads

devices,protocols,
complex and
protocols,
devices, complex
weak and weak
operators
can compete
no longerwith
compete
with a variety
operators can
no longer
a variety

of SaaS
services
andexperience
easy user experience
of SaaS services
and
easy user

auto-provisioning
flexible adjustment
auto-provisioning
and flexibleand
adjustment

by The
cloud
SPs. The core
operators’ core
offered by offered
cloud SPs.
operators’

Moreover,
state of operator
capabilities.capabilities.
Moreover, the
state ofthe
operator

infrastructure
assets
not clear enough,
assets is not
clearisenough,
still lies in
network connection,
so infrastructure
advantage advantage
still lies in network
connection,
so

in a long
period of provisioning
the
resulting inresulting
a long period
of provisioning
the
key forto
operators
the challenges
the key for the
operators
address to
theaddress
challenges

enterprise
line. Forthe
example, the
line.private
For example,
OTT is tonetwork
leverage
network advantages
to enterprise private
of OTT is toofleverage
advantages
to

provisioning
of a cross-province
of a cross-province
VPN privateVPN private
promote cloud-network
convergence.
In this provisioning
promote cloud-network
convergence.
In this

line
requires
than 40
manual processes,
more
than more
40 manual
processes,
way,can
operators
provide enterprises
with line requires
way, operators
providecan
enterprises
with

one-stop,
agile,
flexible, on-demand
and
one-stop, agile,
flexible,
on-demand
and

and the provisioning
is one
as long as one
and the provisioning
period is asperiod
long as

to two
months,inresulting
in poor user
resulting
poor user
intelligent cloud-network
service to two months,
intelligent cloud-network
converged converged
service

capabilities.capabilities.

experience.experience.
fast and
flexible cloud-network
To provide To
fastprovide
and flexible
cloud-network

services,need
operators
services, operators
to need to
BuildingCloud-Network
a Unified Cloud-Network
Building a Unified
Operation Operation converged converged

their
existing
closed networks
their existing
rigid
closedrigid
networks
SystemCloud-Network
to Deliver Cloud-Network
System to Deliver
ConvergedConverged re-architectre-architect

Services

Services

into cloudusing
networks
using the SDN/NFV
into cloud networks
the SDN/NFV
Theytheir
can networks
have theirbased
networks based
technology.technology.
They can have

software
and their
network
control functions
their network
control
functions
One-stop cloud-network
service
One-stop cloud-network
service is the
basicis the basicon softwareonand

need for enterprises
to access
need for enterprises
to access the
cloud. the cloud.

deployed
on cloud infrastructure.
deployed on
cloud infrastructure.
In essence, In essence,

operators
can implement
deep cloud-network
operators can
implement
deep cloud-network
order to concentrate
resources and
However, inHowever,
order to in
concentrate
resources and

convergence.
The cloud-based
convergence.
The cloud-based
network network
settleindependently,
accounts independently,
operators usually
settle accounts
operators usually

rearchitecting
achieves
the transformation
from
rearchitecting
achieves the
transformation
from
set up independent
cloud companies
set up independent
cloud companies
to operate to operate

rigidtonetworks
to software-defined
elastic
rigid networks
software-defined
elastic
external
cloud
services separately.
This leads to
external cloud
services
separately.
This leads to
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networks, centralized
networks, centralized
network resource
network resource
management,
management,
and flexibleand
on-demand
flexible on-demand
distribution,distribution,
so that operators
so thatcan
operators
quicklycan quickly
provide flexible,
provide
on-demand
flexible, on-demand
cloud access
cloud
private
access private
line capabilities
line capabilities
for enterprises.
for enterprises.
LeveragingLeveraging
Network Infrastructure
Network Infrastructure
to Build a to Build a
Multi-CloudMulti-Cloud
Ecosystem Ecosystem
The purpose
The
forpurpose
enterprises
for enterprises
to access the
to access the
cloud is to cloud
use quality
is to use
SaaSquality
services
SaaS
and
services and
on-demandon-demand
cheap cloud
cheap
resources
cloudon
resources
the public
on the public
cloud to reduce
cloud Opex.
to reduce
Enterprises
Opex. Enterprises
choose
choose
quality services
quality
of services
differentofcloud
different
SPs. cloud SPs.
ConsideringConsidering
security and
security
localization,
and localization,
they may they may
choose to deploy
choose some
to deploy
services
some
onservices
the private
on the private
cloud, so multi-cloud
cloud, so multi-cloud
has becomehas
thebecome
choice the
of choice of
most enterprises.
most enterprises.
Telecom operators
Telecomcan
operators can
leverage their
leverage
own advantages
their own advantages
to connect to connect
telecom networks
telecomwith
networks
cloud with
networks
cloudofnetworks of
mainstreammainstream
cloud SPs, offering
cloud SPs,
flexible
offering flexible
multi-cloudmulti-cloud
connectivityconnectivity
for enterprises.
for enterprises.
AT&T’s
AT&T’s
NetBond and
NetBond
DT’s PLAS
and are
DT’sthe
PLAS
industry
are the industry
benchmarksbenchmarks
for multi-cloud
for multi-cloud
connectivityconnectivity
for
for
enterprises.enterprises.
OTT cloud OTT
services
cloud
have
services
dominated
have dominated
the
the

core production
core production
system to access
systemthe
to access
cloud, and
the cloud, and

cloud market.
cloud
If telecom
market. operators
If telecomonly
operators only

put forwardput
relatively
forwardhigh
relatively
requirements
high requirements
for
for

provide cloud-network
provide cloud-network
converged converged
services services

reliability, latency
reliability,
andlatency
security.
and
This
security.
will This will

inevitablyrapid
promote
development
rapid development
of edge of edge
on self-operated
on self-operated
clouds, theyclouds,
will lose
they
most
will lose most inevitably promote
computing.computing.
of the customer
of thebase.
customer
Therefore,
base. strengthening
Therefore, strengthening
cooperationcooperation
with cloud with
SPs for
cloud
one-point
SPs for one-point

Though edge
Though
computing
edge computing
is still in the
is initial
still in the initial

stage of development,
cloud SPs and
cloud
operators
SPs and operators
access to multi-cloud
access to multi-cloud
is the key for
is the
operators
key for operators stage of development,
to maintaintotheir
maintain
long-term
their network
long-term network

see edge computing
see edge computing
as the nextasmost
the promising
next most promising

advantagesadvantages
and grasp the
andstrategic
grasp the strategic

market. By market.
deploying
By MECs
deploying
at theMECs
network
at the network

opportunityopportunity
for enterprises
for enterprises
to access to access

edge, operators
edge,can
operators
fully utilize
can fully
theirutilize
widelytheir widely

the cloud. the cloud.

distributed distributed
infrastructure
infrastructure
resources, resident
resources, resident
customer services,
customer
and
services,
efficient
and
collaboration
efficient collaboration

Building MEC
Building
to Grasp
MEC
the
toKey
Grasp
to Digital
the Key to Digital

capabilitiescapabilities
at the cloud
atand
the network
cloud and
edge
network edge

Transformation
Transformation

to take competitive
to take competitive
advantagesadvantages
in the
in the
edge computing
edge computing
market andmarket
to create
andanto create an

intelligent information
node that integrates
node that integrates
The enterprise
The access
enterprise
to the
access
cloud
toinvolves
the cloud involvesintelligent information
three stages:
three
webstages:
customer
webservice
customer
system
service system

communications,
communications,
cloud, intelligence
cloud, intelligence
and
and

applications.
The intelligent
The information
intelligent information
access to the
access
cloud,
to enterprise
the cloud, management
enterprise management applications.
the key
is also
entrance
the keyforentrance
telecomfor telecom
informationinformation
system access
system
to the
access
cloud,
to and
the cloud, and node is alsonode
operators
start digital
to start
transformation
digital transformation
in the
in the
core production
core production
system access
system
to the
access
cloud.
to the cloud. operators to
Digital transformation
Digital transformation
will drive the
willenterprise
drive the enterpriseindustry.
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Enabling AIEnabling
to Provide
AI Intelligent
to Provide Intelligent

based on the
based
automatic
on the closed
automatic
loopclosed
to
loop to

Cloud-Network
Cloud-Network
Convergence
Convergence
Service
Service

provide real-time
provideinsight
real-time
intoinsight
customer
into customer
scenario needs
scenario
and needs
fulfill dynamic
and fulfill dynamic

Customer experience
Customer experience
is where OTT
is where
providers
OTT providers
deploymentdeployment
and optimization
and optimization
of
of

is generallyissuperior
generally
tosuperior
operators.
to Itoperators.
is
It is

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence.
convergence.
In the end,In the end,

imperative imperative
for operators
forto
operators
introduce
toAI
introduce
to
AI to

cloud-network
cloud-network
resources and
resources
customer
and customer

enhance automation
enhance automation
and intelligence
and intelligence
of their
of theirscenarios can
scenarios
be seamlessly
can be seamlessly
connected connected
to
to

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence.
convergence.
Real-time insight
Real-time insightoffer optimal
offer
user
optimal
experience.
user experience.

into customer
intoscenario
customer
needs,
scenario
on-demand
needs, on-demand

The national
The
strategy
national
forstrategy
enterprises
for enterprises
to
to

customization,
customization,
and uninterrupted
and uninterrupted
service are service
the
are access
the
the access
cloud opens
the cloud
up aopens
broader
up market
a broader market

ultimate goal
ultimate
of cloud-network
goal of cloud-network
convergence,
convergence, space for cloud-network
space for cloud-network
convergence.
convergence.
In the
In the

which requires
which
long-term
requires continuous
long-term continuous
evolution. evolution.
face of competition
face of competition
and cooperation
and cooperation
with
with

The first and
The
basic
firststep
and is
basic
to strengthen
step is to strengthen

OTT providers,
OTT the
providers,
key to operators
the key toisoperators
to
is to

cloud-network
cloud-network
data collection,
data perform
collection,
real-time
perform real-time
strength and
strength
optimize
andtheir
optimize
networks,
theirdeliver
networks, deliver

awareness awareness
of cloud-network
of cloud-network
operation status,
operation status,smart cloud-network
smart cloud-network
converged converged
services services

and make cloud-network
and make cloud-network
resources visible.
resources
Thevisible. The
close to customers,
close to customers,
and expandand
theexpand the

second stepsecond
is to build
step an
is to
automatic
build an closed
automatic
loopclosed loop
cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
ecosystem ecosystem
with
with

and introduce
andthe
introduce
AI model
thetoAIachieve
model to
dynamic
achieve dynamic
their networks
theirasnetworks
the basis.
asInthe
this
basis.
way,In this way,

resource allocation,
resource intelligent
allocation, traffic
intelligent
adjustment,
traffic adjustment,
operators can
operators
firmly grasp
can firmly
the market
grasp the market

and rapid fault
and rapid
demarcation
fault demarcation
and self-healing.
and self-healing. opportunities
opportunities
brought about
brought
by digital
about by digital

The final step
Theisfinal
to introduce
step is tothe
introduce
intent engine
the intent engine
transformation
transformation
of enterprises.
of enterprises.
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Cloud-Network Convergence

Building DC-Centric
Networks On Demand
with Cloud-Network
Convergence

Enterprise Access to the Cloud Has

first need to tap into their network advantages.

Become a Trend

They provide flexible and diverse private lines

A

for access to the cloud as well as secure and
s cloud computing matures after the

reliable multi-cloud connectivity services and

first decade, enterprise access to the

introduce SDN to improve existing networks and

cloud has become a trend. China’s

achieve rapid service provisioning and network

economy is transitioning from

optimization. When combining cloud-network

internet-driven transformation to digital

orchestration capabilities, operators can also

Bian Yingyin

transformation driven by cloud computing and

build an overall cloud-network convergence

Integrated Solution
Architect at ZTE

AI. Cloud computing is accelerating the

system to provide end-to-end cloud access

integration with traditional industries such as

services for users.

finance, education, and transportation. The rigid
demand of digital transformation for enterprises

Building a DC-Centric Network

and the strategic support from the government
have brought huge market space for cloud

Cloud computing has become richer in its

services. China’s cloud computing market is

second decade. In addition to public clouds,

developing at a high speed, and cloud is

private clouds, hybrid clouds and industry

replacing traditional networks and gradually

clouds are also developing rapidly and cloud

becoming the center of services.

services are gradually extending to the edge,

Enterprise access to the cloud has several

22

bringing new market opportunities. The arrival

phases. As more and more enterprise systems

of a more complex multi-cloud era is driving the

migrate to the cloud, the quality of network

transformation and upgrade of traditional

connectivity has gradually become the focus of

networks, and clouds and networks are breaking

attention. In the face of competition, operators

through each other’s boundaries and converging

JUN 2019

with each other. With the advance of all-cloud

unified transport (Fig. 1). The network can

concept, a network needs to be built around

quickly and flexibly adjust resources for service

the cloud and the network architecture is

innovation.

optimized with the concept of cloud computing,

The construction of future MAN will be

so that network resources can be dynamically

DC-centric and oriented to industries, 5G, HD

and flexibly scheduled and allocated according

video and MEC. The new architecture shall make

to user needs and a quality network with

better use of existing network resources and

agility, flexibility and intelligence can be built up.

integrate with the cloud to meet the
requirements of industry digitization for flexible

At present, MAN devices use proprietary

deployment and ubiquitous access.

hardware, and a business model of optimal
bandwidth raises high requirements for device

Future MAN tends to be a flexible, efficient,

capabilities. The network with tightly coupled

and scalable network built with simple-designed

software and hardware is not flexible enough,

devices. Currently, being the core of MAN, CR

and it is difficult to introduce automation. The

shall meet the requirement of large-traffic

rapid innovation model led by internet thinking

forwarding while satisfying the service need of

has brought uncertainty in network service and

large routes, which results in high Capex. As

traffic, and the network architecture is difficult

traffic grows in MAN, an architecture for the

to meet the needs of service growth. Operators

separation of forwarding and service can be

need to introduce the design concept of the IT

introduced to lower the requirements of

industry. With SDN/NFV as the basic

intermediate forwarding devices. A single router

architecture, they can build a simple, automatic,

or a large-capacity ASIC device can be used as

and intelligent cloud network that supports

metro core switching node to forward metro

Simplified network
Public cloud

Industry cloud
Internet

Private cloud

Transport integrated fixed, mobile, and
DC services, simplify network, and
reduce Capex

Private network
Simplified architecture

Converged MAN

Decouple network services, focus on
large-capacity forwarding at the
transport layer, and simplify forwarding
devices

Fig. 1. DC-centric
network architecture.

Simplified protocol
Build flexible connection over SR/EVPN
and unifiy transport protocols

Simplified O&M
Support network automation,
intelligence and flexible deployment
and simplify O&M
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present,
of MAN
most
traffic
of MAN
comes
traffic
fromcomes
video from video
traffic and offload
traffic and
theoffload
traffic passing
the traffic
CR.passing
ASIC CR. ASICpresent, most
and web,
of which
mostis of
internet
which content
is internet
andcontent and
devices aredevices
characterized
are characterized
by large bandwidth,
by large bandwidth,and web, most
low power low
consumption,
power consumption,
and higherand
costhigher cost

ends outside
ends
theoutside
metropolitan
the metropolitan
area. In thearea.
nearIn the near

future,
are three
theretypes
are three
of services
types of
that
services
can that can
effectiveness.
effectiveness.
The EVPN protocol
The EVPNis protocol
introduced
is introducedfuture, there
be introduced
into the metro
into DC:
the cloud-based
metro DC: cloud-based
to build a Fabric
to build
matrix
a Fabric
for rapid
matrixmetro
for rapid
traffic
metro trafficbe introduced
network
including
devicesvBRAS,
including
vCPE
vBRAS,
and UPF,
vCPE and UPF,
forwarding,forwarding,
storage andstorage
computing
and computing
resource resource network devices
video services
video
provided
servicesbyprovided
operators
byand
operators
the and the
pooling, flexible
pooling,
resource
flexiblescheduling,
resource scheduling,
and highly and highly
internet, and
internet,
local services
and local
provided
servicesbyprovided by
reliable resources
reliablebased
resources
on physical
based on
distribution.
physical distribution.
The access The
layeraccess
provides
layerlarge-bandwidth
provides large-bandwidth

enterprises.enterprises.
With the development
With the development
of 5G, the of 5G, the

access through
access
10G
through
PON and
10G5G,
PON
meeting
and 5G, meeting

demand fordemand
edge computing
for edge computing
and
and

industry-oriented
AI, especially
AI,VR
especially
bandwidth
VR bandwidth
large-bandwidth
large-bandwidth
needs of future
needsservices
of future
such
services suchindustry-oriented
main
bedriving
the main
force
driving
of network
force of network
as HD videoasand
HD VR.
video
As and
the network
VR. As the
extends
network
to extends will
to be the will
re-architecture.
re-architecture.
VR will bring
VRlarge-scale
will bring large-scale
gains to gains to
5G, it is necessary
5G, it is to
necessary
plan uniform
to plan
transport
uniformoftransport of
the
after
network
2021. after
The new
2021.MAN
The can
newbe
MAN can be
fixed-mobile
fixed-mobile
and cloud-network
and cloud-network
services forservices for the network
better use of
better
network
use of
resources.
network resources.
The architecture
The architecture
for the separation
for the separation
of
of

gradually built
gradually
according
built to
according
businesstoneeds.
business needs.
When MANWhen
east to
MAN
west
east
bound
to west
traffic
bound
accounts
traffic accounts

for a relatively
for ahigh
relatively
proportion,
high proportion,
core switching
core switching
forwarding forwarding
and serviceand
canservice
better can
improve
better
the
improve the
efficiency ofefficiency
resourceofutilization,
resource utilization,
simplify simplify

nodes will be
nodes
added
willto
beoffload
added CR
to offload
traffic and
CR traffic and

finally implement
finally implement
fixed-mobile
fixed-mobile
converged converged
devices, and
devices,
allow flexible
and allow
service
flexible
deployment,
service deployment,
service transport.
service transport.
which is the
which
direction
is theofdirection
network of
evolution.
network The
evolution. The
cloud-basedcloud-based
service layer
service
is deployed
layer ison
deployed
the
on the
physical network
physical
tonetwork
achieve to
rapid
achieve
service
rapid service

Building a New-Generation
Building a New-Generation
O&M System
O&M System

innovation innovation
and flexibleand
expansion
flexible capabilities.
expansion capabilities.
The forwarding
The forwarding
layer is simplified,
layer is reduces
simplified, reduces
device requirements,
device requirements,
and provides
andreliable
provides reliable

Changes inChanges
network in
architecture
network architecture
need the need the
support of support
an O&M of
system.
an O&M
Thesystem.
focus of
The focus of

improving cloud-network
improving cloud-network
convergence
convergence
transport and
transport
end-to-end
and end-to-end
automatic deployment
automatic deployment
is on the optimization
is on the optimization
of service of service
to meet differentiated
to meet differentiated
transport requirements.
transport requirements.experience experience
processes.
deliver cloud-network
To deliver cloud-network
converged converged
Network transport
Networkprotocols
transportare
protocols
also gradually
are also graduallyprocesses. To
products
services,
and
operators
services,need
operators
to build
need
a to build a
simplified and
simplified
unifiedand
intounified
SR/EVPN,
intoand
SR/EVPN,
then and thenproducts and
new-generation
O&M system.
O&M system.
evolve to SRv6.
evolve
The
totransport
SRv6. Theprotocols
transportbased
protocols basednew-generation
on SR/SRv6on
can
SR/SRv6
realize can
end-to-end
realize end-to-end

Unified cloud-network
Unified cloud-network
orchestration
orchestration
is the key is the key

to the new-generation
to the new-generation
O&M system
O&M
andsystem
also the
and also the
small-granularity
small-granularity
scheduling,scheduling,
improving network
improving network
basis for service
one-point
provisioning
service provisioning
and
and
scheduling scheduling
capability by
capability
hundreds
byofhundreds
times. of times. basis for one-point
SRv6 combines
SRv6 IPv6
combines
and SRIPv6
to realize
and SRthe
to realize the

end-to-endend-to-end
service guarantee.
service guarantee.
Operators should
Operators should

first focus on
firstbuilding
focus on
the
building
orchestration
the orchestration
and
and
unification unification
of commonofIPcommon
forwarding
IP forwarding
and tunneland tunnel
collaboration
collaboration
layer, controlling
layer, controlling
the orchestration
the orchestration
forwarding forwarding
without using
without
MPLSusing
any longer.
MPLS any
Thislonger. This
layer, and introducing
atomic capability
atomic and
capability and
will greatlywill
simplify
greatly
devices
simplify
anddevices
networks.
andThe
networks. Thelayer, and introducing
service-based
architecturearchitecture
to support to
rapid
support rapid
programmable
programmable
characteristics
characteristics
introduced introduced
by
by service-based
service innovation.
service innovation.
Due to highDue
complexity
to high complexity
of
of
SRv6 makeSRv6
the network
make the
more
network
flexible
more
andflexible
easy and easy
multi-vendor
multi-vendor
and cross-domain
and cross-domain
management,
management,
it
it
to implement
to implement
automationautomation
and intelligence.
and intelligence.
SRv6
SRv6
is suggested
is suggested
that controllers
that controllers
should be should be
has the ability
has to
thedeploy
ability from
to deploy
the applications,
from the applications,
simplified as
simplified
far as possible
as far as
and
possible
be deployed
and beindeployed in
so the network
so the
and
network
applications
and applications
will be deeply
will be deeply
different domains,
differentand
domains,
the controllers
and the controllers
in
in
integrated, integrated,
and the network
and the
will
network
be more
willopen
be more open
and provideand
better
provide
support
better
forsupport
services.for services.

different domains
differentshould
domains
coordinate
should coordinate
with each with each

other to create
otherconnections.
to create connections.
Therefore, Therefore,
The key driver
The for
keybuilding
driver for
a DC-centric
building a DC-centric
new
new
converged
management
management
and controland
is the
control is the
MAN is theMAN
services
is the
in services
the metropolitan
in the metropolitan
area. At area. converged
At
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future development
future development
trend. Considering
trend. Considering
the
the

Operators need
Operators
to build
need
anto
intelligent
build an system
intelligent system

andhierarchical
introduce hierarchical
big data AIbig data AI
compatibility
compatibility
with existing
with
networks
existingand
networks
the and the and introduce

Building the
Building
intelligent
the system
intelligent
is asystem is a
diversity ofdiversity
equipment
of equipment
functional interfaces,
functional interfaces, capabilities.capabilities.

gradual process,
gradual
which
process,
can be
which
applied
can be
firstapplied
in
first in
operators and
operators
vendors
and
should
vendors
have
should
a reasonable
have a reasonable

network elements
networkand
elements
individual
and function
individual
points
function points
division of division
labor, which
of labor,
will help
whichtowill
promote
help tothe
promote the

rapid commercial
rapid commercial
use of SDN.use of SDN.

to enable point-like
to enablenetwork
point-like
element
network element

Since dynamic
Sinceand
dynamic
flexibleand
network
flexible network

optimization
optimization
and intelligent
and fault
intelligent
analysis.
fault analysis.

architecturearchitecture
brings the O&M
bringscomplexity,
the O&M complexity,

Moreover, intelligent
Moreover, abilities
intelligent
of abilities
network of network

elements are
elements
connected
are connected
in series toinform
series to form
operators first
operators
need to
first
have
need
thetonetwork
have the
ability
network ability

end-to-end
intelligenceintelligence
capabilitiescapabilities
to support to support
of closed-loop
of closed-loop
automation.automation.
Data collection
Data iscollection
the
is end-to-end
the

fault location
fault
and
location
demarcation,
and demarcation,
basis of closed-loop
basis of closed-loop
automation.automation.
Traditional Traditional end-to-endend-to-end

recovery
self-healing.
and self-healing.
Finally, network
Finally, network
network management
network management
methods such
methods
as SNMP
such as SNMPrecovery and

intelligenceintelligence
is introduced
is introduced
throughoutthroughout
the
the
and FTP areand
inefficient,
FTP are inefficient,
collect few collect
types of
few
data,
types of data,

network,the
entering
intelligent
the phase
intelligent
of the
phase of the
and have poor
and scalability.
have poor To
scalability.
meet real-time
To meet real-time network, entering

collection requirements,
collection requirements,
it is necessary
it is to
necessary to

whole network.
wholeAtnetwork.
the sameAttime,
the same
intentional
time, intentional

insights areinsights
superimposed
are superimposed
on the basis
onofthe basis of
introduce telemetry
introducethat
telemetry
can achieve
that can
millisecond
achieve millisecond

to achieve to
network
achieve
autonomy.
network autonomy.
sampling, improve
sampling,
the
improve
collection
the ability
collection
up to
ability up toautomationautomation

New MANtooriented
future services
to future
and
services and
100 times, and
100 times,
support
and
real-time
supportdata
real-time
reporting.
data reporting.New MAN oriented

flexible
onand
a flexible
scalable
and
architecture
scalable architecture
Based on real-time
Based oncollection,
real-time corresponding
collection, corresponding based on abased

can the
copeuncertainty
with the uncertainty
of service of service
strategies can
strategies
be introduced
can be introduced
into equipment,
into equipment, can cope with

development,
development,
coordinate coordinate
operations operations
and
and
controller and
controller
orchestration
and orchestration
layers respectively
layers respectively

to realize hierarchical
to realize hierarchical
closed-loopclosed-loop
network network

process transformation,
process transformation,
and build network
and build network

automation.automation.

core capabilities.
core capabilities.
This will better
This assist
will better
operators
assist operators

in operational
transformation
transformation
and help them
and help them
The introduction
The introduction
of intelligence
of intelligence
can furthercan furtherin operational

improve the
improve
cloud-network
the cloud-network
collaboration
collaboration

seize the opportunity
seize the opportunity
of digital of digital

efficiency and
efficiency
give better
and give
userbetter
experience.
user experience.

transformation.
transformation.
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Special Special
Topic Topic
Cloud-Network
Cloud-Network
Convergence
Convergence

Unified
Unified
Orchestration
Orchestration
and
and
Distributed
Distributed
Management
Management
andand
Control
Control
forfor
Network
Network
Automation
Automation
andand
Intelligentization
Intelligentization

DD

capture
andcapture
classifyand
business
classifyintents
business
of intents of
evelopments
evelopments
in cloud computing,
in cloud computing,
AI
AI
and 5G areand
driving
5G are
cloud-network
driving cloud-networkend users. end users.
orchestrator
service orchestrator
layer needslayer
a unified
needs a unified
convergence.
convergence.
Network operation
Network and
operation andThe serviceThe
maintenance
maintenance
(O&M) in the
(O&M) in the

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
orchestrator.
orchestrator.
The
The

service orchestrator
can translate
cana translate
business a business
cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
era will faceera
the
will face the service orchestrator
challenges challenges
of complicated
of complicated
network forms
network forms

intent into intent
specificinto
service
specific
logic
service
of logic of

including multiple
including
network
multiple
domains
networkand
domains and

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence,
convergence,
and furtherand further

translate
service the
logic
service
to network
logic to network
multiple cloud
multiple
platforms,
cloud diversified
platforms, industrial
diversified industrialtranslate the
services, and
services,
management
and management
of
of
Wang Chengfeng
Wang Chengfengapplicationapplication
BN Management
BN Management
and
andultra-large-scale
ultra-large-scale
network connections.
network connections.
As a
As a
Control Product
Control
Planning
Product Planning
result,
Manager at ZTE
Manager at ZTE

orchestration
orchestration
requests and
requests
NFV service
and NFV
chain
service chain
orchestration
orchestration
requests, which
requests,
will be
which
finally
willsent
be finally sent

to the network
to the
orchestrator.
network orchestrator.
With unified
With
E2Eunified E2E
the new
result,
O&M
the mode
new O&M
mustmode
be automated
must be automated

and intelligent.
and intelligent.

orchestration
orchestration
of networksofand
networks
clouds,and
thisclouds, this
layer centrally
layerrepresents
centrally represents
cloud-network
cloud-network

A Hierarchical
A Hierarchical
Architecture
Architecture

convergence.
convergence.
The network
The
orchestrator
network orchestrator
layer is
layer is

ZTE proposes
ZTEaproposes
hierarchical
a hierarchical
management
management
and
and
interconnected
interconnected
with the service
with the
orchestrator
service orchestrator
control architecture
control architecture
(Fig. 1) after(Fig.
analyzing
1) afterthe
analyzing thelayer. SDN orchestration
layer. SDN orchestration
refers to orchestrating
refers to orchestrating
complicated
complicated
cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
O&M
O&MSDNs acrossSDNs
multiple
across
domains
multipletodomains
offer E2Eto offer E2E
scenarios while
scenarios
taking
while
into taking
consideration
into consideration
of the
of the
connections.
connections.
The NFV orchestrator
The NFV orchestrator
(NFVO)
(NFVO)
overall development
overall development
trends of the
trends
industry.
of the industry. performs unified
performs
orchestration
unified orchestration
of VNFs. The
of VNFs. The
The business
Thelogic
business
layer at
logic
thelayer
top is
at the
the top is the unified cloud
unified
management
cloud management
system uniformly
system uniformly
business application
business application
layer of cloud-network
layer of cloud-network manages and
manages
schedules
and various
schedules
cloud
various
platforms.
cloud platforms.
convergence.
convergence.
Apps at thisApps
layeratrepresent
this layer represent

The distributed
The distributed
management
management
and controland control

specific business
specificapplication
business application
scenarios and
scenarios
can and can
layer is thelayer
layerisfor
the
manufacturers’
layer for manufacturers’
controllers. controllers.
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controlleraor
controller
management
or management
system in system in
It allows the
It MAN
allowsand
thethe
MAN
backbone
and the network
backbone networkdeploying adeploying
each management
and controland
domain
control
of domain
the
of the
to use different
to useSDN
different
controllers.
SDN controllers.
Multiple SDN
Multiple SDNeach management
cloud
tonetwork
control and
to control
manage
and
themanage the
controllers controllers
can be used
can
in be
theused
MANintothe
realize
MAN to realizecloud network
domain’sand
networks
cloud platforms,
and cloud which
platforms, which
network decoupling.
network decoupling.
In the cloud
Incomputing
the cloud computing domain’s networks
not only guarantees
the agility and
the agility
efficiency
andofefficiency of
scenario, a scenario,
VIM clouda management
VIM cloud management
platform platform not only guarantees
each
butdomain
also ensures
but also
high
ensures
reliability
highofreliability of
can be deployed
can befor
deployed
a telecom
for cloud
a telecom
and an
cloud and an each domain
the whole system.
independent
independent
cloud management/scheduling
cloud management/scheduling the whole system.
system for system
a publicfor
cloud
a public
at the
cloud
control
at the
layer.
control layer.

A WAN spans
A WAN
a large
spans
geographic
a large geographic
area. If a area. If a

management
management
and controland
system
control
is deployed
system is deployed
centrally, the
centrally,
system the
willsystem
need towill
access
needthe
to access the
Unified Orchestration,
Unified Orchestration,
DistributedDistributed
Management
Management
and Controland Control

widely distributed
widely distributed
network devices,
network
which
devices, which
reduces thereduces
network
the
reliability
networkbetween
reliabilitythe
between the

network devices
network
anddevices
the management
and the management
and
and
In view of the
In view
above-mentioned
of the above-mentioned
architecture,
architecture,
ZTE believes
ZTE
that
believes
unifiedthat
orchestration
unified orchestration
and
and

control system
control
andsystem
hindersand
efficient
hinders
network
efficient network

andcontrol
scheduling.
and scheduling.
The currentThe
network
current network
distributed distributed
management
management
and controland
are control
the keyare the control
key
architecturearchitecture
for the O&M
forinthe
theO&M
new in the new

forwarding forwarding
plane also has
plane
some
alsodistributed
has some distributed

cloud-network
cloud-network
convergence
convergence
era.
era.

control functions,
control which
functions,
needwhich
to cooperate
need to with
cooperate with
the centralized
the centralized
control functions
controloffunctions
the
of the

DistributedDistributed
Management
Management
and Controland
forControl for
Network Efficiency
Networkand
Efficiency
Reliability
and Reliability

management
management
and controland
system.
control system.
Each management
Each management
and controland
domain
control
is domain is
generally built
generally
by one
built
equipment
by one equipment
manufacturer.
manufacturer.

With the continuous
With the continuous
development
development
of network of network
DistributedDistributed
management
management
and controland
means
control means

Business logic Business logic
layer
layer

Service
Service
orchestrator layer
orchestrator layer

BSS/OSS

BSS/OSS
Intent engine Intent Third-party
engine
APPThird-party APP

Unified cloud-network
Unified convergence
cloud-network
orchestrator
convergence orchestrator

Big data &
AI platform

Big data &
AI platform

Network
Network SDN orchestrator
Unified cloud management
Unified cloud management
SDN orchestrator
NFV orchestrator
NFV orchestrator
orchestrator layer
orchestrator layer

Distributed Distributed
SDN controller SDN controller
VIM
management management
and control layer
and control layer

Network
Network
equipment layer
equipment layer MAN

Telecom
MANcloud

VIM
SDN controller SDN controller
VIM

Telecom
cloud Backbone

Fig. 1. Hierarchical
Fig. 1. Hierarchical
managementmanagement
and
and
control architecture
control architecture
of cloud-network
of cloud-network
convergence.convergence.

Cloud
VIM management/scheduling
Cloud management/scheduling

Telecom
cloud
Backbone
Public
cloud

Telecom
cloud
MAN
Public
cloud

MAN
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Cloud-Network
Convergence
Convergence

technologies,
technologies,
southbound
southbound
interfaces are
interfaces are

HierarchicalHierarchical
Automation
Automation
and Intelligentization
and Intelligentization

of Cloud
Services
Network Services
becoming more
becoming
diversified
more and
diversified
complicated.
and complicated. of Cloud Network
There are atThere
leastare
hundreds
at leastofhundreds
southbound
of southbound
interface-based
interface-based
service models.
service
Only
models.
the Only the

Based on the
Based
architecture
on the architecture
for unified for unified

orchestration
and distributed
and distributed
management
management
and
and
management
management
and controland
system
control
provided
systembyprovided byorchestration
the corresponding
the corresponding
network equipment
network equipment

control, cloud
control,
network
cloud
services
network
canservices
be
can be

and intelligentized
and intelligentized
hierarchically.
hierarchically.
The
The
manufacturer
manufacturer
can providecan
more
provide
efficient
more
and
efficient and automated automated
reliable southbound
reliable southbound
interfaces. interfaces.

distributed distributed
management
management
and controland
layer
control
is
layer is
closely connected
closely connected
with network
with
devices,
network
and
devices, and

based on innovative
technologies
technologies
of differentof different
Unified Orchestration
Unified Orchestration
for E2E Cloud
for Network
E2E Cloud Network based on innovative
Service Delivery
Service Delivery

vendors, it vendors,
enables intelligentization
it enables intelligentization
and local and local
closed-loopclosed-loop
automation.automation.
The unifiedThe unified

orchestration
orchestration
layer performs
layerbusiness
performslogic
business logic
Unified orchestration
Unified orchestration
refers to connecting
refers to connecting
the
the
management
management
and controland
system
control
of each
system of each

oriented E2E
oriented
serviceE2E
orchestration
service orchestration
to implement
to implement

“customer intelligence"
“customer intelligence"
and E2E service
and E2E service
domain at the
domain
orchestrator
at the orchestrator
layer and providing
layer and providing
automation.automation.
unified orchestration
unified orchestration
interfaces of
interfaces
cloud-network
of cloud-network
automationautomation
and intelligentization
and intelligentization
convergence.
convergence.
It has the following
It has theadvantages:
following advantages: HierarchicalHierarchical
of cloud
services
network
canservices
be analyzed
can befrom
analyzed from
DifferencesDifferences
among network
among
domains
networkand
domains and of cloud network
theaspects.
following aspects.
cloud platforms
cloudare
platforms
hidden.are
Thehidden.
distributed
The distributedthe following
management
management
and controland
systems
control
aresystems are
uniformly connected
uniformly connected
to the centralized
to the centralized

Intelligent Intelligent
Proactive Data
Proactive
Collection
Data Collection

orchestration
orchestration
system, andsystem,
the system
and the system
interfaces from
interfaces
different
fromvendors
different
arevendors are
standardized.
standardized.
This gives full
Thisplay
gives
to full
theplay to the

Real-time network
Real-time
perception
network perception
is the basisisofthe basis of
network automation,
network automation,
and real-time
andcollection
real-time collection

technologytechnology
is key to real-time
is key tonetwork
real-time network
innovative innovative
features of features
differentofmanufacturers’
different manufacturers’
products. products.

perception.perception.
Traditional Traditional
minute-level
minute-level
data
data

Service-oriented
Service-oriented
interfaces are
interfaces
easy toare easy to

collection via
collection
SNMP or
viaFTP
SNMP
cannot
or FTP
meet
cannot
the meet the

requirement
requirement
of real-timeofcollection.
real-time It
collection.
is
It is
standardize.standardize.
Different from
Different
the management
from the management
and controland
system
control
thatsystem
is oriented
that istooriented to

recommended
recommended
to use telemetry
to usecollection.
telemetry collection.

Telemetrymillisecond-level
supports millisecond-level
hardware hardware
network technology,
network technology,
the interfaces
the at
interfaces
the
at the Telemetry supports
sampling, thus
sampling,
providing
thusvery
providing
high collection
very high collection
orchestratororchestrator
layer are oriented
layer aretooriented
services to
and
services and
efficiency.itHowever,
brings 100
it brings
times more
100 times more
business intent,
business
and intent,
can beand
abstracted
can be abstracted
and
andefficiency. However,
datatraditional
than the collection
traditional modes
collection modes
standardized
standardized
according to
according
service models.
to service models. data than the
The evolution
Theofevolution
lower-layer
of lower-layer
network network

while increasing
while collection
increasing frequencies,
collection frequencies,
which
which

makes datamakes
storage
data
andstorage
analysisand
much
analysis
moremuch more
technologies
technologies
has much less
has influence
much lesson
influence
the
on the
upper-layerupper-layer
service system.
service
Through
system. Through
abstractionabstraction
implemented
implemented
via the
via the

difficult.

difficult.

ZTE developed
ZTE developed
its patenteditstechnology
patented technology
of
of

intelligent telemetry
intelligentcollection
telemetry based
collection
on AIbased on AI
orchestration
orchestration
layer, manylayer,
technical
manydetails
technical
of details of
This technology
This technology
builds an optimal
builds an optimal
the lower-layer
the lower-layer
network arenetwork
hidden,are
which
hidden, which technology.technology.
learning model
learning
through
model
active
through
AI learning
active AI
tolearning to
not only allows
not only
lower-layer
allows lower-layer
network vendors
network vendors
realize low-density
collection of
collection
steady-state
of steady-state
to make technology
to make technology
innovationsinnovations
but also but also realize low-density
improves service
improves
system
service
stability.
system stability.

data and high-density
data and high-density
collection of
collection
bursty of bursty
data. It alsodata.
makes
It also
scientific
makespredictions
scientific predictions
based
based

Therefore, unified
Therefore,
orchestration
unified orchestration
is an
is an

on AI, which
ongreatly
AI, which
reduces
greatly
thereduces
data volume
the data volume

to beand
collected
stored,and
andstored,
substantially
and substantially
inevitable choice
inevitable
of cloud
choice
network
of cloud
service
network
E2Eservice E2Eto be collected
delivery.
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real-time
thedata
real-time
analysis
data
analysis efficiency.
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HierarchicalHierarchical
Big Data Analysis
Big Data Analysis

prevent adverse
prevent
chain
adverse
effects
chain
brought
effects
bybrought
local by local
service interruption
service interruption
that may cause
that may
whole
cause whole

Big data-based
Big data-based
service analysis
service
is the
analysis is the

network failure.
network failure.

Automatic
loops
closed
at theloops
unified
at the unified
foundationfoundation
for an intelligent
for an network.
intelligentThe
network.
value The value Automatic closed

orchestration
orchestration
layer can employ
layer can
preventive
employ preventive
of hierarchical
of hierarchical
big data analysis
big data
is that
analysis
it better
is that it better

service protection
service protection
and provideand
minute-level
provide minute-level
aligns with aligns
the analytical
with therequirements
analytical requirements
at each
at each

switchover
service switchover
and self-healing.
and self-healing.
level and provides
level andanalytical
providescapabilities
analytical capabilities
that are that service
are

more appropriate
more appropriate
to the application
to the application
requirements.
requirements.
E2E SR PathE2E
Creation
SR Path Creation
The distributed
The distributed
management
management
and controland control AutomatedAutomated

system integrating
system integrating
subnet analysis
subnet
modules
analysisinmodules in

An E2Erouting
segment
(SR)routing
path of(SR)
thepath of the
the domainthe
provides
domainsubnet-level
provides subnet-level
analysis, and
analysis, and An E2E segment

with a focus
with
on areal-time
focus onanalysis
real-time
in analysis
the
in the

cloud network
cloud
service
network
generally
serviceneeds
generally
joining
needs joining

multiple manufacturers’
SR paths. Hierarchical
SR paths. Hierarchical
SR
SR
domain, it drives
domain,
real-time
it drivesnetwork
real-time
protection
network protectionmultiple manufacturers’

based on AIbased
policies.
on AI
It provides
policies. Itreal-time
provides real-time

analysis policies
analysis
forpolicies
intelligent
for fault
intelligent
diagnosis
fault diagnosis

path creation
path
can
creation
use thecan
following
use theway:
following way:
The unifiedThe
orchestrator
unified orchestrator
computes the
computes
start the start

and performance
and performance
degradationdegradation
of networksof networks

and end nodes
and end
of the
nodes
E2E of
SR the
pathE2E
and
SRthe
path and the

inside the domain.
inside the
The
domain.
analysisThe
capability
analysis capability

overall SLAoverall
qualitySLA
requirement
quality requirement
for the SR path
for the SR path

according to
according
the service
to the
requirements.
service requirements.
E2E
E2E
required atrequired
this layeratisthis
mainly
layerthe
is mainly
real-timeness
the real-timeness

of analysis of
responses.
analysis responses.

quality detection
qualityisdetection
performed
is performed
for the SR path.
for the
If SR path. If

quality
overall
requirement
quality requirement
meets the meets the
The unifiedThe
orchestration
unified orchestration
layer integrating
layer integrating the overall the

service requirement,
service requirement,
SR segmentation
SR segmentation
requests requests
an independent
an independent
big data platform
big datacan
platform
identifycan identify

customers precisely
customersand
precisely
provideand
proactive
provide proactive

(including the
(including
path information
the path information
and the split
and the split

analysis andanalysis
protection
and protection
in view of business
in view of business

SLA indicators)
SLA indicators)
will be sentwill
to be
each
sent
distributed
to each distributed

logic and service
logic and
quality,
service
which
quality,
improves
which improves

management
management
and controland
system.
control system.

customer satisfaction.
customer satisfaction.
This layer may
This have
layer may have

The distributed
The distributed
management
management
and controland control

system computes
system the
computes
optimalthe
local
optimal
SR path
local SR path
lower requirements
lower requirements
for real-time
forresponsiveness
real-time responsiveness

but should but
support
should
mass
support
data storage
mass data
andstorage and

inside the domain
inside the
according
domain to
according
the requirement
to the requirement

of the orchestrator
of the orchestrator
and reportsand
thereports
path the path
analysis, offline
analysis,
history
offline
big history
data analysis,
big data
analysis, parallel
parallel

informationinformation
to the unified
to the
orchestrator.
unified orchestrator.
technologytechnology
and analysis,
and
and
analysis,
AI-based
andanalysis.
AI-based analysis.
HierarchicalHierarchical
SR path creation
SR path
makes
creation
full use
makes full use

HierachicalHierachical
Closed-Loop
Closed-Loop
Automation
Automation

of the advantages
of the advantages
of the unified
of the
orchestrator
unified orchestrator
in
in
centralized centralized
service logic
service
processing
logic processing
and E2E and E2E

management
management
as well as the
as well
optimal
as the
path
optimal path
Unified policy
Unified
management
policy management
and hierarchical
and hierarchical

computation
computation
capability of
capability
the distributed
of the distributed
automatic closed
automatic
loops
closed
are the
loops
basis
areofthe
dynamic
basis of dynamic

cloud network
cloud
service
network
automation.
service automation.

management
management
and controland
system.
control system.

Policies arePolicies
the basis
areofthe
automatic
basis of automatic

closed-loops.
closed-loops.
Unified policy
Unified
management
policy management

Cloud-network
Cloud-network
convergence
convergence
is the
is the

development
development
trend and the
trend
core
and the core
requires centralized
requires centralized
policy management,
policy management,
which
which

ensures unified
ensures
scheduling
unified scheduling
of network of network

competitiveness
competitiveness
of operators.
of Facing
operators.
the Facing the

requirement
of unified E2E
of unified
management
E2E management
and
and
automationautomation
polices andpolices
also reduces
and also
policy
reduces policy requirement

repetition and
repetition
complexity.
and complexity.

control andcontrol
orchestration
and orchestration
of various domains
of various domains

and cloud ZTE
platforms,
believes
ZTE
that
believes
unifiedthat unified
Automatic closed
Automatic
loops
closed
at theloops
distributed
at the distributed and cloud platforms,

management
management
and controland
layer
control
support
layer support

orchestration
orchestration
and distributed
and distributed
management
management
and
and

the optimal
are the
O&M
optimal
architecture
O&M architecture
to
to
self-healingself-healing
of services of
inside
services
the domain
inside the
anddomain andcontrol are control

realize cloud
realize
network
cloud
service
network
automation
service automation
and
and
second/millisecond-level
second/millisecond-level
service recovery.
serviceAtrecovery.
the
At the

intelligentization.
intelligentization.
same time, same
distributed
time, distributed
automationautomation
policies canpolicies can
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Cloud-Network Convergence

Building Cloud Access Platforms
for Efficient and Unified
Multi-Cloud Management

A

s cloud computing matures, more

infrastructure connection models for cloud

and more enterprises are starting to

service providers. Using the MPLS VPN

build their own cloud resources on

technology, NetBond provides secure, flexible,

public clouds and use various cloud

high-performance connectivity for a customer. It

services. They tend to deploy cloud IT services

can extend the customer’s MPLS network from

on multiple public clouds. However, enterprises

AT&T to any cloud service provider

that choose different cloud services need to

interconnected with the NetBond cloud system.

apply to the network provider and multiple

The customer can also adjust network resources

Ji Xiaowei

cloud service providers independently for

in real time. AT&T builds a complete cloud

SD-WAN Planning
Engineer at ZTE

resources and maintain them independently. As

service provider ecosystem and has deep

there is neither unified and secure network

cooperation with Amazon, Microsoft, Google

management platform nor cloud resource

and Salesforce. Now more than 20 partner

management platform supporting multiple

members provide cloud solutions.

tenants, the application efficiency is low and the

Equinix Metro Connect deploys multiple

service deployment and maintenance is

international business exchanges (IBXs) in a

complicated. To solve these problems,

metropolitan areas, providing highly reliable

enterprises are in urgent need for a solution

network connectivity between data centers, and

that can manage multiple clouds efficiently and

direct access to more than 1800 networks and

uniformly.

more than 9800 enterprises as well as cloud,
digital content and financing companies. Equinix

Trend for Operators to Build Cloud Access

provides an interconnection platform to access

Platforms

multiple clouds, so that customers can access
the Equinix network through physical and

Multi-cloud access has a broad market
space. Leveraging their own network

Moreover, some third-party internet service

advantages to build cloud access platforms,

providers (ISPs) offer multi-cloud access through

telecom operators can provide better cloud

VPN. China’s VPN market has expanded from 4

access services for enterprises and facilitate

billion RMB in 2010 to tens of billions RMB in

the enterprises to manage multiple clouds

2018, and third-party ISPs occupy more than

more efficiently.

50% of market share. Third-party ISPs are

AT&T launched its NetBond early in 2013,
providing network management and cloud

30

virtual connections.

interconnected with multiple mainstream cloud
service providers through high-speed fiber
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Provincial self-service portal

Group portal

Provincial CRM

Group CRM
Cloud-network service orchestration
Cloud API

Local

Enterprise

OTN backbone

Cloud access
center

OTN
leased line
Enterprise
MPLS
leased line

MSTP/IPRAN/fiber

Local

IPRAN
leased line

IPRAN
access

Local PW

Fig. 1. Cloud
access platform
architecture.

Backbone

Local access

Enterprise

AWS

L3 VPN

Azure
Redundancy
mechanism

Backbone

Alibaba cloud

Intra-provincial or inter-provincial PW

Enterprise

Tencent cloud

MAN

PON
leased line

Baidu cloud

networks. Enterprise users can access multiple

platform as shown in Fig. 1. A cloud access

public clouds from any VPN node and deploy

center is built, where OTN, MPLS, IPRAN and

their cloud-based IT services.

PON leased lines are terminated. Through the
cloud access center, these leased lines are

Analysis of Mainstream Public Cloud Access

connected to different public clouds, so that the

Modes

enterprise can reach multiple clouds by
accessing the internet from one node. This

At present, mainstream public clouds include

architecture can reduce the impact of the

AWS VPC, AWS PaaS, Azure VPC, Office365,

increasing number of public cloud providers on

Baidu cloud VPC, Alibaba cloud VPC, Tencent

leased line networks.

cloud VPC, and Kingsoft cloud VPC. Based

By deploying the cloud access center close to

on these mainstream public clouds, the

public cloud nodes, telecom operators can take

requirements for devices in the cloud access

advantages of their transport networks, control

center include:

the network path of enterprises accessing the

Multi-instance: Provide multi-cloud access for

cloud, and provide differentiated network

multiple enterprises (tenants)

services for enterprise users. Also they can

IPSec: Access Baidu cloud, Alibaba cloud and

reduce network security threats and provide

Tencent cloud by VPN

secure connectivity for enterprises to access

BGP: Advertise routes over AWS DirectConnect

multi-clouds.

and AZure ExpressRouter

Operators need to build a unified

VLAN sub-interface: Access AWS and Azure;

cloud-network service orchestration system to

access Baidu cloud, Alibaba cloud and

manage MAN, IPRAN, backbone network, POP

Tencent cloud by leased lines

node and cloud access center, and manage

NAT: Provide NAT for user private networks to

enterprise users’ network resources on public

access the PaaS service and Office365 service

clouds through the cloud API interfaces opened

in the public cloud

by public cloud service providers. Opening

VxLAN: Interconnect with PON leased line

self-service portals to enterprise users based on

L2VPN/L3VPN: Interconnect with IPRAN and

the cloud-network service orchestration system

MPLS leased lines

enables enterprise users to rapidly and safely
implement on-demand interworking between

Thoughts on Building Cloud Access Platforms

IDC and VPC, obtain PaaS/SaaS services, and

for Operators

perform unified management of multiple
clouds, thus helping them complete digital

Telecom operators can build a cloud access

transformation.
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Special Topic

Cloud-Network Convergence

Fig. 2. Logical
deployment of a
telecom cloud
network.
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Telecom cloud DC

realize automated O&M and network analysis,

High Requirements for Bandwidth

the telecom cloud requires real-time collection
and analysis of signaling and data in the

The media plane of the telecom cloud has

network. Driven by these two requirements, the

route-type NEs, such as vGW and vBRAS. When

telecom cloud network should support precise

the growing 5G services and fiber-to-copper

and automated data distribution and collection.

transition bring traffic explosion, the bandwidth

In particular, traffic collection policies can be

requirements of these NEs increase

automatically adjusted during migration and

exponentially. Meanwhile, these NEs are

rebirth of VM terminals.

deployed on servers, and their traffic is finally
transported to the backbone network or the

High Requirements for Network

internet by the telecom cloud network. This puts

Service Quality

high bandwidth requirements on the telecom
cloud network. Especially when there are service
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the telecom cloud network, and different

within the DC of the telecom cloud two to six

communication planes have different

times, which results in multi-fold growth in

requirements for network service quality. In

traffic and brings huge challenges to the

general, the signaling plane has higher QoS

forwarding capability of the telecom cloud

requirements than the media plane. Moreover,

network.

the media plane has different service levels
for communication, such as VoIP and internet

Recommended Telecom Cloud Network

services. Therefore, the telecom network

Architecture

needs to support the QoS mechanism at the
transport layer and assigns different service
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As a scenario of cloud-network convergence,

classes to different QoS levels so that

the telecom cloud network has the

high-priority services will be transported first

above-mentioned unique features and

in case of network congestion.

requirements in addition to general features of a
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cloud network. According to the telecom cloud

storage servers or disk arrays to provide cloud

features, we recommend the network

storage for VNFs to use on demand. The

architecture as shown in Fig. 1.

management domain is mainly installed with

The telecom cloud network architecture is

cloud control nodes and SDN controllers to

vertically divided into Border Leaf (also known

implement coordinated control and

as DC GW), Spine and Leaf layers. Firewalls and

orchestration for the cloud and the network.

external networks, as the special network

The industry has reached a consensus on

services, are connected to the Border Leaf, and

using SR as the technology for evolution of P

physical servers are connected to the Leaf

backbone network, mobile backhaul, MAN and

switches. The switches use virtual switch cluster

DCI underlay network outside the DC. VxLAN

(VSC) and equal cost multiple path (ECMP) to

technology is implemented within the DC to

provide high reliability. The network is

provide overlay virtual networks. The DC can be

horizontally divided into computing, storage

considered as an L2 VPN domain, and a VNF a

and management domains. To meet some

client device of the vDC L2 VPN. In particular,

special requirements, certain out-of-band

vRouter-type VNFs such as vGW or vBRAS are a

management domains are divided from the

part of a WAN, and SR path orchestration for

management domain. To guarantee security,

WAN should include these VNFs.

communication between the management,

The industry is considering using the same

storage and computing domains needs to be

technology to achieve unified evolution of

filtered and protected by the management

internal and external networks of vDC. ZTE

firewall.

recommends to use SR over VxLAN (Fig. 2) to

The computing domain’s servers employ VMs,

achieve interconnection and unified

bare-metal servers or containers to install VNFs.

orchestration of external and internal overlay

Communication among VNFs and that between

networks of DC. This enables unified

a VNF and an external network is performed by

coordination and control for service networks,

a SDN-controlled overlay network. VxLAN

minimizes the impact on internal physical

encapsulation dynamically adjusts the virtual

networks of DC, and avoids excessive

network to meet VNF communication

dependence on the underlying network

requirements, according to the dynamic

functions.

creation, destruction, scale up/down, rebirth and

Due to the telecom cloud network’s special

self-healing of VMs. Based on the security level

architecture and requirements, deployments of

of VNFs, the network is divided into an exposed

NFV/SDN in the network will be varied.

zone, a DMZ zone, and a core zone. VNFs in the

Operators and equipment vendors need to

exposed zone are mainly route-type NEs for

develop specialized solutions and functions.

external communication, such as the vGW in a

Telecom cloud virtualization technologies

core network. In the DMZ zone, it is

keep evolving. Smart NIC offload and container

recommended to deploy VNFs that are not

technologies are rapidly maturing and

directly exposed to the outside but need to

increasingly applied to virtualization. In-band

communicate with VNFs in the exposed zone,

network telemetry, intelligent traffic collection

such as vMME. In the core zone that has the

and analysis, and network self-test and

highest security level, core subscription data NEs

self-healing technologies are also developing

(e.g. HSS) get deployed the most.

rapidly, providing operators new ideas for

Communication between zones with different

intelligent O&M. On the other hand, we must

security levels needs to be protected by the

realize that network cloudification cannot be

firewall.

done at one stroke; instead, it requires more

The storage domain is mainly deployed with

trials and explorations.
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To enable connectivity and trust everywhere

